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A stage of optional infinitive (OI) production has been identified in typically devel-
oping (TD) children learning languages that do not permit null subjects (Wexler
(1994; 1998; 1999)), and this stage has been shown to be extended in at least Eng-
lish- and German-speaking children with specific language impairment (SLI; Rice,
Noll, and Grimm (1997), Rice, Wexler, and Cleave (1995)). Although TD children
learning null subject languages do not go through an OI stage (Bar-Shalom and
Snyder (1997), Guasti (1993)), reports differ concerning whether children with SLI
learning these languages go through this stage (Bortolini, Caselli, and Leonard
(1997), Bottari, Cipriani, and Chilosi (1996)). In this article, we present evidence
from Inuktitut, a null subject language not yet investigated with respect to OIs. We
show that although TD children learning Inuktitut do not go through an OI stage,
one child with SLI does go through an OI stage. In addition, the percentage of finite
verb forms marked with an overt verbal inflection in Inuktitut child-directed speech
(CDS) is strikingly high compared with that in English CDS. We discuss the impli-
cations of these results for theories of continuity, the initial stage of child grammar,
and the effect of language structure and input on language acquisition.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental questions in the acquisition of language concerns the con-
tinuity of child grammars with adult grammars (Pinker (1984)). Among those re-
searchers who believe that a universal grammar (UG) is innate, there is still
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considerable variation in explanations of when and how the full competence of
UG is realized in the grammar of children. The range of explanations of continuity
varies from those that have been referred to as strong or rigid continuity accounts
in which the innate properties of UG are genetically specified and present from at
least birth (Borer and Rohrbacher (1997), Ferdinand (1996), Hyams (1992; 1994),
Valian (1992), Whitman (1994)) to those accounts that include growth and matur-
ity as necessary elements for the acquisition of language (Borer and Wexler
(1987; 1992), Wexler (1999)). The most restrictive form of continuity could, in
theory, not include any learning, maturation, or triggering as a part of the acquisi-
tion process. Few, if any, researchers support this extreme viewpoint. Instead, al-
though not denying the fundamentally innate aspects of grammatical competence,
most recent versions of the continuity theory have attempted to explain the notice-
able discontinuity between children’s language production and that of adults.
These explanations attribute the differences between younger children’s language
and older children’s or adults’ language to incomplete learning (Clahsen,
Eisenbeiss, and Vainikka (1994), Clahsen, Kursawe, and Penke (1996)), to in-
complete processing or production (Bloom (1990), Demuth (1994)), and to the
need for triggering phenomena (Hoekstra, Hyams, and Becker (1997)) as well as
to growth and maturation (Borer and Wexler (1987; 1992), Wexler (1996; 1999)).
In all of these explanations of continuity, UG is inherently present at birth but
only fully specified at some point after birth. Wexler’s (1999) maturational and
growth account, for example, describes the innate properties of language as ge-
netic programming for UG, the acquisition of which will take place in a progres-
sive manner over time as the organism grows and matures.

The acquisition of verbal inflection is a cornerstone in the development of
early syntax and ensuing grammar. As such, it is an important piece of the
acquisitional puzzle and thereby provides a good testing ground for theories of
continuity. Wexler (1999) described the acquisition of finiteness or verbal inflec-
tion as a maturational stage, the Optional Infinitive (OI) stage. This stage of ac-
quisition in which nonfinite and finite forms are used optionally was first
described to be present in children speaking English, German, French, and certain
other European languages (Déprez and Pierce (1993; 1994), Poeppel and Wexler
(1993), Rice and Wexler (1996), Weissenborn (1990), Wexler (1994)). Accord-
ing to the original version of the theory, finite forms are used optionally because
tense (Tns) has not yet been acquired. The resolution of this stage has been hy-
pothesized to come with the acquisition of Tns and inflection (Infl) at around 3
years of age. OI theory has been refined by further cross-linguistic research into
languages that have various grammatical structures (Wexler (1998)). It has been
shown that children learning languages that have rich agreement (Agr) and that li-
cense null subjects (e.g., Italian, Polish; Bar-Shalom and Snyder (1997), Guasti
(1993), Schönenberger, Pierce, Wexler, and Wijnen (1995)) do not go through an
OI stage, but rather start to produce finite forms of verbs earlier at approximately
2;0. Moreover, Rhee and Wexler (1995) showed this same differential acquisition
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of verbal inflection within a single language. In Hebrew there are certain verb
forms that license null subjects and others that do not. Children learning Hebrew
show optionality only with those forms that do not permit null subjects. Evidence
from Icelandic (Sigurjónsdóttir (1992)), a language that has rich agreement but no
null subjects, has helped to make the distinction that it is the property of null
subjecthood and not the property of rich agreement that determines whether a lan-
guage is acquired with a stage of OI use. However, there are findings that vary
with those in which null subjecthood appears to lead to full mastery of finiteness
at an early language stage. Children learning modern Greek, a null subject lan-
guage without infinitives, appear to use a “default form” optionally (Varlokosta,
Vainikka, and Rohrbacher (1998)). Moreover, children learning Catalan and
Spanish (Grinstead (2000)), two other languages that license null subjects, go
through an OI-type stage, albeit one that appears to resolve earlier than in English.
Research on the acquisition of finiteness by bilingual French- and English-
speaking children (Paradis and Genesee (1997)) has demonstrated that such chil-
dren acquire finiteness in their French and in their English at different rates. They
acquire finiteness in French much earlier than in English. Furthermore, their find-
ings concerning the acquisition of finiteness in English correspond to findings by
Rice and Wexler (1996). These results of differential rates of the acquisition of fi-
niteness in two different languages spoken by the same child are compelling evi-
dence not only for a nonunitary language system in bilingual children but also for
cross-linguistic differences in the acquisition of finiteness. Paradis and Crago
(1999) posited that the earlier acquisition of finiteness in French may be due to the
cliticization of Quebec French that has created null subject-like characteristics in
that language. Overall, findings from cross-linguistic studies vary to some degree
as to the impact of the licensing of null subjecthood and its influence on the nature
of language acquisition. In addition, the nature of the optionally used forms ap-
pears to vary from language to language. They can include forms other than the
infinitive form such as stems, roots, and nonfinite past participles as well as finite
default forms, depending on the language being learned. However, acquisition in
most null subject languages shows both relatively early acquisition of verbal in-
flections in a certain number of these languages and the full mastery of the pro-
duction of functional projections in others at an earlier language stage than was
thought possible from studying acquisition in non-null-subject languages, such as
English.

Wexler (1998) recently explained this developmental variation across lan-
guages in terms of the Null Subject/Optional Infinitive Generalization that results
from the nature of the Universal Checking Constraint (UCC) that constrains
checking of the D(eterminer)-feature on AgrS (subject agreement) and Tns during
early child language. In non-null-subject languages, Wexler (1998) assumed (fol-
lowing the reasoning of Chomsky (1995)) that both AgrS and Tns carry a D-
feature, which must be checked by a subject determiner phrase (DP) and deleted
before the structure reaches Logical Form (LF). The UCC, which applies during
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the OI period of child language development, only allows one D-feature to be
checked by the subject DP. Because both AgrS and Tns have a D-feature that
needs checking, the UCC forces the child to omit either AgrS or Tns from the un-
derlying representation of the utterance to obtain a grammatical output utterance
(i.e., one with no remaining unchecked D-features at LF). In English, this omis-
sion often results in a nonfinite utterance because none of the available inflections
contains only the phi-features (e.g., –s, +3rd, +present, +singular) of the remain-
ing element (i.e., either AgrS or Tns). However, Wexler (1998) hypothesized that
AgrS is actually D itself in Infl-licensed null subject languages because in these
languages AgrS has (pro)nominal properties. As a result, AgrS in null subject lan-
guages does not have a separate D-feature, and the UCC applies vacuously be-
cause there is only one D-feature to check (on Tns). Thus, neither AgrS nor Tns
need to be omitted from the underlying representation of an utterance in such a
null subject language, and therefore all the utterances are finite. Wexler (1998)
was quite clear that a theory involving late learning of parameter settings is not
necessary to explain the OI stage in early child language. Indeed, Wexler ex-
plained that children have very early parameter setting (VEPS) as well as very
early knowledge of inflection (VEKI) and that the UCC alone causes children to
produce utterances that appear to show lack of knowledge of parameters, inflec-
tions, or both. According to Wexler, early knowledge of inflection is easily ac-
quired because children hear the various inflected forms so often. However, his
description never makes explicit how VEPS comes into play or, in other words,
how children come to know the parameter values of their language. Having the in-
nate capacity for VEPS does not explain explicitly what sets such a mechanism.
Yet, having a setting implies that something has to do the setting, but just what
this something is remains unclear. The parameter-setting phenomenon is perhaps
assumed but not specified in Wexler’s (1998) theory. Children speaking null sub-
ject languages have a different parameter setting than those exposed to non-null-
subject languages, which indicates an interaction between environmental input
and the realization of innate competencies.

Further refinement to OI theory has also come from work on the acquisition of
finiteness by another group of learners, namely children with specific language
impairment (SLI). In English-speaking children with SLI (Rice and Wexler
(1996)) and in some accounts of German-speaking children (Rice, Noll, and
Grimm (1997)), the OI stage continues until older ages than in children with more
typical development. As such, this stage in children with SLI has been character-
ized as an Extended Optional Infinitive (EOI) stage. However, other cross-
linguistic accounts of children with SLI in a language with null subjects and rich
agreement such as Italian have resulted in varying findings. Bottari, Cipriani, and
Chilosi (1996) found that even though typically developing children did not pro-
duce root infinitives, some children with SLI did go through a stage in which they
produced root infinitives. Although not exactly studying the OI or EOI phenome-
non, Bortolini, Caselli, and Leonard (1997) and Leonard, Bortolini, Caselli,
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McGregor, and Sabbadini (1992) did report that Italian-speaking children with
SLI had less trouble with morphological inflection than has been reported for Eng-
lish-speaking children with SLI. This variation in findings raises questions about
what happens in the impairment of a null subject language such as Italian. At issue
is whether the OI- or EOI-type phenomenon can occur in the language of children
with SLI who speak a language that does not normally have an OI stage. In other
words, can such a stage in children with SLI be discontinuous with what occurs in
normal development? If, in Italian, there is a stage for some children with SLI in
which they produce root infinitives, it could not be considered an extension of a
stage in typical development because, as explained earlier, there is no OI stage in
the language of Italian-speaking children who have typical development.

In this article, we explore the acquisition of finiteness in Inuit children who
speak Inuktitut as their mother tongue. This includes 5 children with typically de-
veloping language and 1 child with SLI. The course of development of verbal in-
flections across these two types of learners in this morphologically rich, null
subject language without inflectional tense provides data for evaluating various
theories of both continuity and optional infinitives. In Study 1, we examine
whether the null subject properties of Inuktitut mean that children who typically
acquire this language use verbal inflections without passing through a stage of
optionality. Furthermore, because Tns is not a feature of Inuktitut inflection, we
explore the possible meaning of this for a theory of the OI based on a UCC. In
Study 2, we use input data from Inuktitut- and English-speaking mothers to ad-
dress the necessity of explicitly accounting for the structure of the input language
in the acquisition process. Finally, in Study 3, we explore the relation between OI
and EOI in a child with SLI. Based on the variable findings in Italian, it is difficult
to predict whether impairment in a null subject language will show the optional
use of infinitives. In other words, it is not clear whether children with SLI who are
learning languages in which there is no OI stage will produce nonfinite forms op-
tionally in their speech. The implications of this for understanding SLI, as well as
how its study contributes to understanding the mechanisms of language acquisi-
tion of typically developing children, are discussed.

2. RELEVANT STRUCTURAL
PROPERTIES OF INUKTITUT

Inuktitut is a language of the Eskimo-Aleut family spoken across northern Can-
ada. In this article, we present data from the Tarramiut dialect spoken by some
4,000 Inuit along the Ungava coast in arctic Quebec, although we use the term
Inuktitut throughout for ease of reference. Inuktitut is a polysynthetic, morpholog-
ically ergative language with basic subject-object-verb word order; a very rich
nominal and verbal inflectional system; and a large set of word-internal affixes
denoting adjectives, verbalizers, nominalizers, verbs, adverbs, time, aspect, and
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the like. Null subjects (and objects) are permitted and extremely frequent in
everyday speech. Grammatical phenomena particularly relevant to this article in-
clude verbal inflection, the prolific ellipsis of both subject and object, and the
marking of time; these are outlined in more detail in the following sections.

2.1. Verbal Inflection

The system of verbal inflections in Inuktitut is particularly rich. Subjects of gram-
matically intransitive clauses (1) and both subjects and objects of grammatically
transitive clauses (2) are reflected in portmanteau affixes on the verb that provide
information about verbal mood as well as about both the person and the number of
the subject and object.

(1) a. Arqarama.
arqa-gama
get.down-CSV.1sS1

‘I’m getting down.’
(Paul, 2;6)2

b. Qailangannginavit.
qai-langa-nngit-gavit
come-FUT-NEG-CSV.2sS
‘You won’t come.’
(Louisa, 3;6)
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1
1The following grammatical abbreviations are used in glosses:

Nominal case: ABL = ablative; ABS = absolutive; ALL = allative; ERG = ergative; LOC = locative;
MOD = modalis; VIA = vialis.
Verbal mood: CND = conditional; CSV = causative; CTM = contemporative; DUB = dubitative; ICM
= incontemporative; IMP = imperative; IND = indicative; INT = interrogative; PAR = participative
(functionally equivalent to indicative in Tarramiut).
Word-internal morphology: ANA = anaphoric; ATP = antipassive; CAUS = causative; CMPL =
completive; DIM = diminutive; DS = different subject from main clause; DUR = durative; EMPH =
emphatic; FUT = future; HAB = habitual; ING = ingressive; NEG = negative; NZ = nominalizer;
PASS = passive; PAST = past; PEJ = pejorative; PERF = perfective; POL = politeness (preceding im-
perative); PRSP = prospective.
Verbal inflection (e.g., PAR.3sS): 1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3 = third-person disjoint; 4 =
third-person coreferent; X = any person; s = singular; d = dual; p = plural; x = any number; S = subject;
O = object.
Nominal inflection (e.g., ABS.SG): SG = singular; PL = plural.
Possessed nominal inflection (e.g., ERG.3Ssg): 1 = first-person possessor; 2 = second-person pos-
sessor; 3 = third-person disjoint possessor; 4 = third-person coreferent possessor; S = singular pos-
sessor; sg = singular possessum.

2
2Attributions for each example give the name of the participant who produced the utterance cited

and their age in the format years;months (rounded to the closest month). Attributions for adults do not
include age information. All examples are taken from data collected for Crago (1988), Allen (1996),
Crago and Allen (1996), and Allen, Schröder, and Crago (1998).



(2) a. Qukisigakkit.
qukiq-si-gakkit
shoot-PRSP-CSV.1sS.2sO
‘I’m about to shoot you.’
(Paul, 3;3)

b. Aanninaravinga.
aanniq-naq-gavinga
hurt-such.as.to-CSV.2sS.1sO
‘You’re hurting me.’
(Elijah, 2;5)

Although these portmanteau affixes were undoubtedly originally formed from
distinct component parts, these parts are no longer reliably distinguishable in a
systematic way.

In fact, there are some 900 potential verbal inflections in Inuktitut given its
nine verbal moods (indicative, participial, imperative, interrogative, causative,
conditional, dubitative, contemporative, and incontemporative), four persons
(first, second, third disjoint, and third coreferent), and three numbers (singular,
dual, and plural). Table 1 shows an example of the complexity of this system; it
includes all verbal inflections for three persons and three numbers for the partici-
pative verbal mood (functionally equivalent to the indicative in Tarramiut).

Verbal inflection is obligatory on all verbal words in Inuktitut, except in a very
small number of constructions in colloquial speech (Dorais (1993), Swift and Al-
len (2001; in press)). The examples in (3) are those judged acceptable in collo-
quial speech by our Inuit consultants. Our analysis to date, based on two databases
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TABLE 1
Verbal Inflections for Participative Mood in Inuktitut

Object

Subject Ø 1sO 1dO 1pO 2sO 2dO 2pO 3sO 3dO 3pO

1sS -junga — — — -jagit -jattik -jatsi -jara -jaakka -jakka
1dS -juguk — — — -jattigit -jattik -jatsi -javuk -jaavuk -javuk
1pS -jugut — — — -jattigit -jattik -jatsi -javut -jaavut -javut
2sS -jutit -jarma -jattiguk -jattigut — — — -jait -jaakkik -jatit
2dS -jutik -jattinga -jattiguk -jattigut — — — -jatik -jaatik -jatik
2pS -jusi -jatsinga -jattiguk -jattigut — — — -jasi -jaasi -jasi
3sS -juq -jaanga -jaatiguk -jaatigut -jaatit -jaatik -jaasi -janga -jaangik -jangit
3dS -juuk -jaanga -jaatiguk -jaatigut -jaatit -jaatik -jaasi -jangak -jaangik -jangit
3pS -jut -jaanga -jaatiguk -jaatigut -jaatit -jaatik -jaasi -jangat -jaangik -jangit

Note. Dashes indicate inflections that do not exist in the paradigm (a reflexive construction is used, which
does not take a transitive inflection). 1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3 = third-person disjoint; s = singular; d =
dual; p = plural; S = subject; O = object.



of caregiver speech, shows that verb stems may appear without inflection in the
target language in four main situations: when the verb stem ends with the negative
affix -nngit- (3a), when consumption of food or drink is being commanded or sug-
gested (3b), when play is being commanded or suggested with the affix -nnguaq-
(3c), and with certain verb roots when used to direct attention (3d) (see Swift and
Allen (2001) for elaboration).

(3) a. Ii! Qimmimik. Itirsimaviugumanngi!
ii qimmiq-mik itiq-sima-vik-u-guma-nngit-
hey dog-MOD.SG enter-PERF-place-be-want-NEG-
‘Hey, a dog. (I) don’t want (it) in the house!’
(Louisa’s mother)

b. Imikainna.
imiq-kainnaq-
drink-DUR-
‘Have a sip.’
(Paul’s mother)

c. Tracylu takkani pinnguaq.
Tracy-lu takk-ani pinnguaq-
Tracy-and here-LOC play-
‘Play with Tracy here.’
(Louisa’s mother)

d. Taku angijualuugunnatut.
taku- angi-juq-aluk-u-gunnaq-jut
see- be.big-NZ-EMPH-be-can-PAR.3pS
‘See, they can become much bigger.’
(Paul’s father)

Apart from these types of constructions (which are not very frequent, occurring in
less than 1% of caregiver verbal words), it is extremely unusual to hear unin-
flected verbal words in adult speech.

Two additional types of verbal words present complications for the notion of
obligatory inflection: locative stems and baby verb roots. Utterances with locative
stems can either stand alone (4a) or be affixed with a verbalizer and an inflection
(4b).

(4) a. Ajait paani.
ajak-it pa-ani
aunt-ABS.2Ssg up.there-LOC
‘Your aunt (is) up there.’
(Jini’s mother)
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b. Nuvujaaluk paaniittuq.
nuvujaq-aluk-Ø pa-ani-it-juq
cloud-big-ABS.SG up.there-LOC-be-PAR.3sS
‘The big cloud is up there.’
(Elijah’s mother)

If a verbalizer is present on the locative stem, then an inflection is obligatory.
However, it is virtually impossible to tell if a verbalizer has been added to the
locative stem if there is no subsequent phonological material in the word. There
are three potential verbalizers for locative stems: -it- ‘be at’, -uq- ‘go to’, and -aq-
‘arrive to’. Each of these is affixed to a stem that happens to end in the same
vowel that begins the verbalizer (once the final consonant of the stem is deleted as
a consequence of affixation). Because it is very common in speech to omit the fi-
nal consonant of a word, the only indication of affixation of a verbalizer in the ab-
sence of verbal inflection would be vowel lengthening (e.g., paanii vs. paani in
example (4b)), which is very difficult to detect in the absence of following phono-
logical material. Therefore, because locative stems can appear on their own in
adult speech, and because it is impossible to tell if they have been verbalized and
thus require verbal inflection, we consider them separately from standard verbal
stems for the purposes of this article.

Baby lexicon verb roots also present difficulties for the notion of obligatory in-
flection on verbal stems. Baby verb roots are a fairly standard lexicon of verb
roots used in speech by and to Inuit children up to about age 3; those used in the
data sets discussed in this article are presented in Table 2. These baby roots are
usually phonologically simpler than the adult form of the root and fall into seman-
tic classes typical to child speech (e.g., vehicles (5a), body parts and functions
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TABLE 2
Baby Verb Roots Used by Children and Mothers in Inuktitut Data

Baby Root Adult Root English Translation

*aahaaq- aanniq- ‘hurt’
*aataaq- aanniq- ‘hurt’
*ammu- sinik- ‘sleep’
*apaaq- annuraaq- ‘dress’
*apaapa- niri- ‘eat’
atai- ani- ‘go out’
*iihiiq- irsi-naq- ‘be scary’
miiq- patitta- ‘hit’
paapai- ani- ‘go out’
*piupuu- piu- ‘be nice’
*vuvu- nunakkuujuuq- ‘drive vehicle’

Note. *Can also be used as a noun with nominal inflections.



(5b), food (6), people, animals; Crago and Allen (1997b)). Some examples are
given in (5).

(5) a. Vuvututit.
vuvu-tutit
drive.vehicle-PAR.2sS
‘You’re driving.’
(Jini’s mother)

b. Takkani ammulangalirqutit.
takk-ani ammu-langa-liq-vutit
here-LOC sleep-FUT-ING-IND.2sS
‘You will sleep there.’
(Tuumasi’s mother)

There are two difficulties with baby lexicon verb roots relevant to this re-
search. The first difficulty is that several baby lexicon verb roots are homoph-
onous with baby lexicon noun roots (indicated by an asterisk in Table 2). Thus, if
a child produces the utterance in (6), it is not clear whether the child intends this
word as the verb eat or as the noun food. Most likely, the child is using the word as
a cover term for anything to do with discomfort due to lack of food, and thus the
child is not intending any particular part of speech at all.

(6) Apaapa.
‘Food.’ or ‘Eat.’

Because it is not possible to tell whether these baby roots are intended as verbs, it
is also not possible to say for sure whether verbal inflection is obligatory on these
roots. A second difficulty with baby lexicon verb roots concerns their use in adult
speech. Previous research (Crago and Allen (1997b)) indicated that adults inflect
baby verb roots in their speech in only about 85% of cases, compared with virtu-
ally 100% of non-baby verb roots. This indicates that inflection on baby roots is
not completely obligatory in adult language. Because it is not clear whether an
ambiguous baby lexicon root is intended by the child as either a verb root or a
noun root, and because it is not obligatory to inflect baby lexicon verb roots in
adult speech, we have chosen to consider baby verb roots separately from stan-
dard verbal stems for the purposes of this article.

2.2. Null Subjects

As might be expected given such a rich verbal inflection system, null subjects are
permitted and extremely frequent in Inuktitut. For example, data from two Inuit
mothers interacting with their Inuktitut-speaking children show that subjects are
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omitted in 93.3% of their 255 verbal utterances (Allen (1998a)). It is assumed in
the literature on Eskimo languages that null subjects in these languages (and thus
also Inuktitut) are licensed by rich agreement, although this has not yet been sub-
stantiated by a detailed syntactic analysis (Bok-Bennema (1991)). Note that null
objects are also permitted in Inuktitut, although they are not as frequent as null
subjects (Allen and Schröder (in press)), and the source of licensing for them is
less clear. Because null objects are not relevant to this article, we do not discuss
them further here.

Null subjects are obligatory in Inuktitut for first and second person because no
overt first- and second-person pronouns are permitted in argument position (even
for emphasis). Although first- and second-person pronouns do exist in Inuktitut,
they are used primarily in single word utterances as arguments of ellipted verbs
(7b) and to indicate possession (8b), and in equational structures (9). Note that
ergative, absolutive, and possessive pronouns are homophonous.

(7) a. Maqailanganngitualu?
maqait-langa-nngit-juq-aluk
hunt-FUT-NEG-PAR.3sS-EMPH
‘He won’t go hunting?’
(Elijah’s mother)

b. Aaa, ivvit.
aaa ivvit
yes you/your/yours
‘Right, you (will).’
(Elijah, 2;0)

(8) a. Kinaup paisikuunga?
kina-up paisikuuq-nga
who-ERG.SG bicycle-ABS.3Ssg
‘Whose bicycle is this?’
(Paul’s mother)

b. Uvanga.
uvanga
I/me/my/mine
‘Mine.’
(Paul, 3;3)

(9) a. Una ivvit.
u-na ivvit
this.one-ABS.SG you/your/yours
‘This one is yours.’
(Lizzie, 3;3)
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b. Uvangaunngimat.
uvanga-u-nngit-mmat
I/me/my/mine-be-NEG-CSV.3sS
‘It’s not me.’ (referring to a person in a photo)
(Paul, 2;11)

Third-person subjects may be overtly represented in the form of either lexical
noun phrases (NPs) or demonstratives in addition to verbal inflections. Note that
there are no third-person pronominals in Inuktitut; rather, a rich system of
demonstratives conveys information about the number, relative location, and mo-
tion of the referent. The examples in (10) show simple active intransitive sen-
tences based on the verbal root sinik- ‘sleep’, with the third-person subjects
represented as a lexical NP (plus verbal inflection; (10a)), a demonstrative (plus
verbal inflection; (10b)), and a null element (plus verbal inflection; (10c)).

(10) a. Panik, piarait sinisijuq.
panik piaraq-it sinik-si-juq
daughter baby-ABS.2Ssg sleep-PRSP-PAR.3sS
‘Daughter, your baby is about to sleep.’
(Paul, 3;3)

b. Una sinisimmat.
u-na sinik-si-mmat
this.one-ABS.SG sleep-PRSP-CSV.3sS
‘This one is about to sleep.’
(Lizzie, 2;10)

c. Sinilirmat.
sinik-liq-mmat
sleep-ING-CSV.3sS
‘He/she is now sleeping.’
(Elijah, 2;9)

Thus, Inuktitut is a null subject language in which null subjects are frequent and
licensed by verbal inflection.

2.3. Time Marking

Two questions about time marking in Inuktitut are relevant to this article. First,
does Inuktitut have inflectional tense? Second, is there an infinitive form in
Inuktitut? These two questions are addressed next.

2.3.1. Inflectional tense. Time in Inuktitut is marked in three main ways:
by a set of temporal adverbs, by certain verbal moods, and by a set of time affixes
that appear internal to the verb complex. The temporal adverbs are lexicalized ex-
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pressions of time integrated into the lexicon of Inuktitut, and they function as in-
dependent words. The most common temporal adverbs include ippasaq
‘yesterday’, ippasaani ‘day before yesterday’, manna ‘now’, qauppat ‘tomor-
row’, qauppasaq ‘day after tomorrow’, siaru ‘later’, taitsumani ‘previously’, and
ullumi ‘today’. They may appear alone in the utterance (11a) or accompanied by a
bound time affix within the verbal complex (11b).

(11) a. Aivialuk taitsumani iniminuurtuq.
aiviq-aluk taitsumani ini-minut-uq-juq
walrus-EMPH previously place-ALL.4Ssg-go-PAR.3sS
‘The walrus previously went to its place.’
(Elijah, 2;5)

b. Qauppat aullalaartuq.
qauppat aullaq-laaq-juq
tomorrow leave-FUT-PAR.3sS
‘She will leave tomorrow.’
(Elijah’s mother)

Only two verbal moods in Inuktitut carry information about time relations:
contemporative (12a) and incontemporative (12b). Both express time in relation
to the temporal context of the main clause and not independently. Thus, they indi-
cate that the event in the subordinate clause occurs while the event in the main
clause is simultaneously occurring, but they do not provide any indication them-
selves of when in time these events take place.

(12) a. Naniimmangaallu nalulirsuni
nani-it-mmangat-lu nalu-liq-tsuni
whereat-be-DUB.3sS-and not.know-ING-CTM.4sS
qinilirtuviniq kamialuup
qiniq-liq-juq-viniq kamik-aluk-up
look.for-ING-NZ-former footwear-EMPH-ERG.SG
iluaniimmangaat illiu
ilu-ngani-it-mmangat illiq-up
inside-LOC.3Ssg-be-DUB.3sS bed-ERG.SG
ataaniimmangaat.
ata-ngani-it-mmangat
underneath-LOC.3Ssg-be-DUB.3sS
‘While getting confused about where it [the frog] might be, he began
looking inside of his boot, under the bed.’
(Paul’s father)

b. Taitsumani unnuangutillugu
taitsumani unnuaq-u-tit-lugu
previously night-be-DS-ICM.XxS.3sO
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tarrigalattilugu unnukut
tarqiq-kallaa-tit-lugu unnuk-kkut
moonshine-repeatedly-DS-ICM.XxS.3sO evening-VIA.SG
Charlie pilligiami pitaartuviniugami
Saali pilliriaq-mik pi-taaq-juq-viniq-u-gami
Charlie frog-MOD.SG thing-acquire-NZ-former-be-CSV.4sS
pilligiami pinnguaqaugartuvini.
pilliriaq-mik pinnguaq-qaq-ugaq-juq-viniq
frog-MOD.SG toy-have-for.a.long.time-NZ-former
‘Long ago while it was night and while the moon was bright,
Charlie was playing with his new frog.’
(Paul’s father)

Because these inflections do not provide their own time reference, we do not con-
sider them to constitute (part of) a tense system.

Finally, the time affixes are bound morphemes that appear inside the verbal
complex. There is no one basic marker of past, present, or future but instead vari-
ous affixes that serve a temporal-locating function, each with distinct lexical
properties following a remoteness system. There are three common future time af-
fixes (-langa- ‘future-immediate’, -niaq- ‘future-later today’, and -laaq- ‘future-
tomorrow and later’) and four frequent past-time-denoting affixes (-kainnaq-
‘past-immediate’, -qqau- ‘past-earlier today’, -lauq- ‘past-yesterday and earlier’,
and -lauju- ‘past-distant’). There is no temporal affix that marks present time.
In addition, there are several aspectual affixes that are not time markers, includ-
ing -jariiq- ‘completive’, -laukat- ‘durative’, -liq- ‘ingressive’, -ma- ‘perfec-
tive’, -nga- ‘perfective’, -qattaq- ‘habitual’, -si- ‘prospective’, and -sima- ‘perfec-
tive’. The time affixes appear within the verbal complex, typically at the end of
the word immediately preceding the inflection, as shown in (13).

(13) a. Savik igilaurtait.
savik-Ø igi-lauq-jait
knife-ABS.SG throw.away-PAST-PAR.2sS.3sO
‘You threw away the knife (yesterday).’
(Elijah’s mother)

b. Siuraalummut katalangajuq.
siuraq-aluk-mut katak-langa-juq
sand-EMPH-ALL.SG fall-FUT-PAR.3sS
‘It will fall into the sand (in the next few minutes).’
(Elijah’s mother)

The grammatical status of the time affixes is somewhat less clear than that of the
temporal adverbs. Although the time affixes often appear on the surface to be
grammatical inflections, they do not meet the standard criteria for inflectional
tense of being both obligatory and inflectional. In fact, both Fortescue (1984) and
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Shaer (1997) provided evidence that these affixes in West Greenlandic (a lan-
guage closely related to Inuktitut) are morphologically bound temporal adverbs
and thus do not constitute an inflectional tense system. Although there are some
differences between the temporal marking systems in Inuktitut and West
Greenlandic, several of Fortescue’s and Shaer’s arguments hold for Inuktitut as
well, as discussed in Swift (2000). We outline two relevant points next.

The first argument against inflectional tense in Inuktitut is that time affixes are
not obligatory for the grammatical formation of a verb, as detailed in Swift
(2000). Temporality in Inuktitut is based on a two-way distinction between future
and nonfuture,3 as opposed to the past versus nonpast split in English and many
other Indo-European languages. Future is the marked member of this binary pair,
and thus all future reference must be explicitly marked in Inuktitut. However, past
and present reference often do not need to be marked because they constitute the
default interpretation. Specifically, zero-marked verbs—those without any overt
temporal, aspectual, or modal marking4—may be used to make either present time
reference to activities in progress and current states or completed event reference
to change-of-state events, depending on the lexical temporal structure of the verb
stem (Swift (2000)). The following examples illustrate this difference in temporal
interpretation of zero-marked verbs.

(14) Qangattajuuq tikittuq.
qangattajuuq-Ø tikit-juq
airplane-ABS.SG arrive-PAR.3sS
‘The airplane has arrived.’

(15) Jaani qaijuq.
Jaani-Ø qai-juq
Johnny-ABS.SG come-PAR.3sS
‘Johnny is coming.’

The verb tikit- ‘arrive’ in (14) is a change-of-state verb, encoding a change from a
source state (i.e., not at place X ) to a target state (i.e., at place X ). The default in-
terpretation of this verb locates the target state of the event in the present, such
that the state change must have been completed before the verb without temporal
marking may be felicitously uttered, and thus the unmarked verb has completed
event reference. According to Swift (2000), all change-of-state verbs in Inuktitut
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domain, and all present and past reference is in the realis domain. The future versus nonfuture termi-
nology is used here for the sake of simplicity.

4
4 Temporal and aspectual marking refers to metrical tense and aspect affixes discussed in sec-

tion 2.3.1. Modality marking refers to modal affixes such as -gasuaq- ‘try to’, -guma- ‘want to’, and
-qajaq- ‘be able to’, as well as inflectional mood affixes that encode modality, such as the imperative,
conditional, and dubitative moods briefly mentioned in section 2.1.



follow this pattern, including many verbs used by children in the data cited in this
article, such as aarqik- ‘fix’, ani- ‘go out’, aullaq- ‘depart’, nui- ‘appear’, piiq-
‘remove’, naavit- ‘empty’, sukkuq- ‘break’, and uqqu- ‘fall’. In contrast, the verb
qai- in (15) is an activity verb that designates an event that unfolds homoge-
neously over time (i.e., be on the way to place X). Zero-marked activity verbs
have default present time reference to an activity in progress, similar to the inter-
pretation of the English present progressive form. Verbs in our data that follow
this pattern include amaaq- ‘carry on back’, atjiliuq- ‘film’, atuq- ‘use’, haanta-
‘ride honda’, imi- ‘drink’, sikituuq- ‘ride skidoo’, and taku- ‘see’. Present time
reference is similarly accorded to zero-marked verbs encoding physical or emo-
tional states because they are also homogeneous over time. Examples from our
data include iikkiiq- ‘be cold’, mamaq- ‘be tasty’, and quarsaaq- ‘be startled’.

As noted earlier, however, some temporal reference must be marked affixally.
First, all future reference must be marked, regardless of the inherent semantics of
the verb. Examples (11b) and (13b) show change-of-state verbs marked with fu-
ture time affixes, whereas (1b) and (7a) show activity verbs in this context. Sec-
ond, reference to the past must be explicitly marked for activity verbs and
physical and emotional state verbs because zero-marked forms for these verbs re-
fer to the present. Examples of past reference activity verbs are shown in (16).

(16) a. Haakistingani atuqqauvit?
haakiistik-nganik atuq-qqau-vit
hockey.stick-MOD.3Ssg use-PAST-INT.2sS
‘Did you use his hockey stick?’
(Elijah’s mother)

b. Pitalu pinnguakainnaqisi?
Pita-lu pinnguaq-kainnaq-visi
Peter-and play-PAST-INT.2pS
‘Were you just playing with Peter?’
(Paul’s father)

Finally, change-of-state verbs must be marked to refer to change-of-state events
still in progress, because the default interpretation of these verbs is completed
event reference. Reference to change-of-state events in progress is marked with
the aspectual affixes -si- ‘PROSPECTIVE’ and -liq- ‘INGRESSIVE’, as shown
in (17). The affix -si- highlights the source state of change-of-state verbs (17a),
whereas -liq- highlights the transition from the source state to the target state
(17b) (Swift (2000)). Past is marked with one of the past affixes; an example is in
(13a).

(17) a. Aaa, anisijuq.
aaa ani-si-juq
yes go.out-PRSP-PAR.3sS
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‘Yes, he’s about to go out.’
(Paul’s mother)

b. Takuguk, una piilirtuq.
taku-guk u-na piiq-liq-juq
see-IMP.2sS.3sO this.one-ABS.SG undo-ING-PAR.3sS
‘Look, this one is beginning to come undone.’
(Lizzie’s mother)

In summary, temporal marking is not obligatory in Inuktitut. Present time ref-
erence for activity and physical and emotional state verbs, as well as completed
event reference for change-of-state verbs, do not need to be overtly marked be-
cause when there is a zero-marked verb, its temporal interpretation derives from
the lexical temporal features encoded in the verb stem. However, future time ref-
erence for all verbs must be overtly marked, as well as present and distant past
time reference for change-of-state verbs, and past reference for activity and physi-
cal and emotional state verbs. Nevertheless, the fact that marking of some tenses
is optional creates difficulty for an analysis of time affixes as inflectional tense in
Inuktitut because inflectional tense must be obligatory in all instances.5

A second argument against inflectional tense is that the portmanteau per-
son–number–mood verbal inflection is clearly distinct from the time affixes, con-
sistent with the way in which these inflections are distinct from derivational affixes.
Time affixes need not occur adjacent to the verbal inflection; sentential operators
may intervene between them including -nngit- ‘NEG’ (18a) and -mi- ‘also’ (18b).

(18) a. Nirilangannginama.
niri-langa-nngit-gama
eat-FUT-NEG-CSV.1sS
‘I won’t eat.’
(Paul, 2;11)

b. Sikituulaarmigatta ataataillu.
sikituuq-laaq-mi-gatta ataata-it-lu
ride.skidoo-FUT-also-CSV.1pS father-ABS.2Ssg-and
‘We’ll also go for a skidoo ride with your father.’
(Paul’s mother)

In addition, different time affixes may modify different verbs within one word
such that time affixes may appear well inside the word, as shown in (19).
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5Note that this is a different situation from the zero-derived and irregular past-tense verbs in Eng-

lish, which also do not have obligatory affixes. Irregular past-tense forms, such as brought or ate, have
a different form from the present tense and thus are marked for tense in some way. Zero-marked past-
tense forms, such as hit or put, are a very small set of verbs in English. Although they do not take an
overt past affix, these verbs do take obligatory present-tense inflection and thus do not mirror the
Inuktitut situation.



(19) Anigainna
ani-ga-itsu-na
brother-ABS.1Ssg-that.one-ABS.SG
nillinartualuulaanirailaurtuq
nilli-naq-juq-aluk-u-laaq-niraq-i-lauq-juq
cold-such.as.to-NZ-EMPH-be-FUT-say-ATP-PAST-PAR.3sS
ullumi imangani tasiup.
ullumi imaq-ngani tasiq-up
today water-LOC.3Ssg lake-ERG.SG
‘Yesterday my brother said that the water in the lake would be cold
today.’
(Swift (2000))

Swift (2000) noted that the affixes in the word are interpreted in accordance with
where they occur relative to other affixes such that each successive affix typically
has scope over everything to its left. In addition, derivational affixes are closer to
the root, whereas affixes with a more sentential function occur closer to the verb
ending.

In sum, these two pieces of evidence—that tense marking is not obligatory and
that tense affixes are not part of the verbal inflection—indicate that tense does not
constitute part of the inflectional system in Inuktitut. Because none of the three
ways of marking time in Inuktitut can be construed as inflectional tense, and only
one (mood) as inflection, we conclude that Inuktitut, like West Greenlandic, is a
language without inflectional tense.

2.3.2. Infinitive form. A second question about Inuktitut time marking is
whether there is an infinitive form in Inuktitut. As noted earlier, Inuktitut verbal
words minimally require a verb root and a verbal inflection. The verb root may
never appear alone (except for a very few cases in colloquial speech as noted ear-
lier). Clauses in which you would typically find an infinitive form in a language
like English appear in Inuktitut as either complex verb constructions with stan-
dard inflection in any mood (20) or gerundive-like forms with standard inflection
in the contemporative mood (21).

(20) a. Qangattajuunnguarumavit?
qangattajuuq-nnguaq-guma-vit
fly.airplane-pretend-want-INT.2sS
‘Do you want to play airplane?’
(Elijah’s mother)

b. Kamilarasuarunnailutit.
kamilaq-gasuaq-gunnaiq-lutit
remove.boots-try-no.longer-ICM.2sS
‘Don’t try to take off your boots.’
(Jini’s mother)
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(21) a. Nuikallama quarsaasuni
nui-kallak-mmat quarsaaq-tsuni
appear-suddenly-CSV.3sS be.surprised-CTM.4sS
ijukkatuvini napaartuup ukirungani.
ijukkaq-juq-viniq napaartuq-up ukiruq-nganit
fall-that.which-former tree-ERG.SG branch-ABL.3Ssg
‘Being frightened because it [the owl] suddenly popped out, he fell
from the branch of the tree.’
(Paul’s father)

b. Ijukkasaraluartilugu qimmirulua
ijukkaq-tsaraluaq-tit-lugu qimmiq-guluk-nga
fall-really-DS-ICM.XxS.3sO dog-EMPH.PEJ-ABS.3Ssg
qaangilirnimiju igutsaalunnu ullatautsuni.
qaangiq-lirni-mi-juq igutsaq-aluk-nut ullak-jau-tsuni
pass-PAST-also-PAR.3sS bee-EMPH-ALL.PL run-PASS-CTM.4sS
‘While he fell, his little dog passed by, being chased by many
bees.’
(Paul’s father)

Thus, an infinitive form does not appear in these types of clauses in Inuktitut. The
contemporative mood form is sometimes referred to as an infinitive because a
verb with contemporative inflection typically has no time anchoring of its own
apart from that of the matrix clause of the sentence it is in (Bok-Bennema (1991)),
and because it inflects only for absolutive and not ergative (analogous to the lack
of subject agreement in infinitives in nominative–accusative languages; Bobaljik
(1993)). However, verbs with contemporative inflections could equally well be
seen as gerundives, as indicated in the English translations in (21). Thus, we con-
clude that there is no clear infinitive form in Inuktitut. In the absence of an infini-
tive, we consider production of a stem form as nonfinite for purposes of this
article (i.e., verbal root plus verbal affixes but no inflection).6 We fully acknowl-
edge that the use of the terms finite and nonfinite is somewhat confusing in a lan-
guage that has no infinitive form. However, we continue to use these terms for
comparability with other literature on this topic, even though we think that this
phenomenon would better be described in terms of default forms (i.e., a general
term including the language-specific possibility of an infinitive, or a root–stem
form, or a form inflected with an inappropriate default inflection).
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gerundives are often considered nonfinite cross-linguistically. However, they are not included in our
definition of nonfinite here because they do not appear in the speech of the children under study. Sec-
ond, Grinstead (2000) claimed that early verbal forms that cannot assign case may be interpreted as
nonfinite, at least in Catalan and Spanish. Because both temporal marking and case assignment pat-
terns are very different in Inuktitut than in Catalan or Spanish, it is not clear whether such forms occur
in Inuktitut and, if so, whether they could be interpreted as nonfinite. We leave this interesting ques-
tion for further research.



In summary, this brief review of relevant aspects of the structure of Inuktitut
shows that Inuktitut has several interesting features that help to address the ques-
tions at issue in this article. We now turn to the studies on verbal inflection in
child and caregiver Inuktitut.

3. STUDY 1: ACQUISITION OF FINITENESS IN
TYPICALLY DEVELOPING INUIT CHILDREN

To determine whether Inuktitut-speaking children go through an OI stage, we as-
sessed the use of verbal inflection in the speech of 4 Inuit children. Because
Inuktitut is a null subject language in which null subjects are licensed by rich ver-
bal inflection, we expect, following Wexler (1998, and works cited therein), that
no OI stage occurs in the Inuktitut of typically developing children.

3.1. Participants

Participants in this study were 4 typically developing Inuit children ages 1;11 to
2;1 at the time of data collection (Allen (1996), Crago (1988)). They were all
monolingual speakers of Inuktitut from functionally monolingual Inuktitut-speak-
ing Inuit families in one of two small communities with populations of approxi-
mately 250 and 325 in Nunavik, the arctic region of Quebec. These 4 children
were considered by their families and other members of the communities to be
typical in their development. Their mean length of utterance (MLU) scores ranged
between 1.78 and 2.33 (see Table 3), making them learners of early syntax. A
more extensive discussion of various aspects of these children’s acquisition of
Inuktitut can be found in Crago and Allen (1998a) and references cited therein; a
detailed discussion of their acquisition of tense and aspect morphology can be
found in Swift (2000).
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TABLE 3
Participants in Study 1

Verbal Stems

Child Age MLU Obligatory Locative Baby Root Total

Elijah 2;0.11 2.27 72 38 0 110
Jini 2;0.20 1.97 32 27 30 89
Sarah 1;11.7 1.78 70 19 6 95
Tuumasi 2;1.11 2.33 124 33 7 164
Total 298 117 43 458

Note. Excludes verbal stems in all utterances that are unintelligible, partially intelligible, excla-
mations, and routines. Age in years;months.days. MLU = mean length of utterance.



3.2. Procedure

The 4 children were videotaped in naturalistic interactions in their homes. About
2 hr of videotape per child was transcribed by native speakers of Inuktitut, accord-
ing to the CHAT format of the CHILDES Project (MacWhinney and Snow
(1990)).7 The resulting transcripts were then coded for verb-related morphology
following an established morphological coding procedure for Inuktitut (Allen
(1998b)). All transcription and coding was checked by the second author.

The analysis in this article includes only those utterances in the transcripts that
are fully intelligible, are not memorized routines (e.g., songs), and have a verbal
stem that takes obligatory or optional verbal inflection in adult speech. Three
types of verbal stems were distinguished in the analysis as discussed in section 2.1
earlier: standard verbal stems that obligatorily take verbal inflection in adult
speech (among which some may appear without inflection in certain colloquial
expressions), locative stems, and baby verb stems. The analysis of Inuktitut child
speech in this article is based on a total of 458 utterances with verbal stems, as in-
dicated in Table 3.

For each verbal stem requiring a verbal inflection, we determined whether the
child did or did not produce the required inflection. We interpreted production of
a stem form as nonfinite (as discussed in section 2.3.2 earlier) and production of
an inflected form as finite. Following Brown (1973) and Wexler (1994), we took
an inflection rate of 90% or higher in obligatory contexts to indicate mastery of
the verbal inflection system and, thus, adult-like marking of finiteness. We took
an inflection rate of lower than 90% to indicate that the child had not yet mastered
the verbal inflection system and, thus, was marking finiteness only optionally.

3.3. Results

Our initial analysis of finiteness marking, including only the standard verbal
stems that require inflection, showed that 77% of the children’s verb roots were
inflected overall, with a range of 57% to 97% across the 4 children (see the
Obligatory Raw column in Table 4). However, note that 3 of the children produced
several utterances without inflection that would be perfectly acceptable in collo-
quial speech (on the basis of judgment by native speakers and the criteria listed in
section 2.1 earlier). The complete set of these utterances is given in Appendix A. If
we adjust the percentages of finite forms, excluding these utterances from the anal-
ysis, the results show that an average of 96% of the children’s verb roots were in-
flected overall, with a range of 91% to 100% across the 4 children (see the
Obligatory Adjusted column in Table 4). Thus, it is clear that these children have
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mastered the verbal inflection system of Inuktitut and cannot be considered to be in
a stage of acquisition in which finite and nonfinite forms are used interchangeably.8

There are a total of 12 utterances containing verbal stems without inflections in
the data that were not considered acceptable in colloquial adult Inuktitut by our
native-speaking Inuit consultants; the complete set of these utterances is given in
Appendix B. It is interesting to note the differences between the acceptable and
unacceptable utterances. The acceptable utterances all follow three of the four cri-
teria mentioned in section 2.1: ending in negative affix -nngit- (22a), desire for
food or drink (22b), and desire for play (22c).

(22) a. Sunngit. [= Sunngitunga.]
su-nngit- [= su-nngit-junga]
do-NEG- [= do-NEG-PAR.1sS]
‘(I’m) not doing anything.’
(Tuumasi, 2;1)
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TABLE 4
Proportion of Finite Forms in Four Typically Developing Inuit Children

Obligatory

Child Rawa Adjusted b Locative Baby Root

Elijah .57 1.00 .21 NA
Jini .97 0.97 .26 .30
Sarah .63 0.91 .21 .00
Tuumasi .90 0.94 .30 .29
Average .77 0.96 .25 .20

Note. Excludes verbal stems in all utterances that are unintelligible, partially intelligible, excla-
mations, and routines.

aIncludes all verbal stems except locatives and baby verb roots. bIncludes all verbal stems except
locatives, baby verb roots, and verbal stems that are not inflected but are nonetheless acceptable in col-
loquial speech.

8
8One reviewer questioned whether the children were able to reliably differentiate between accept-

able and unacceptable utterances without inflection at this age and, thus, whether the percentage of fi-
nite forms should really be adjusted in Table 4. As evidence, the reviewer pointed out that children
seem to get relatively little evidence about which utterances are colloquially acceptable in Inuktitut be-
cause only three examples of such utterances are present in the 476 utterances of caregiver data dis-
cussed in section 4 (see Appendix E). We think it is likely that children can differentiate these
utterance types for two reasons. First, they produce substantially more acceptable utterances (n = 58)
than unacceptable utterances (n = 12). Second, although there is not much evidence of these forms in
the maternal speech presented here, we do not find this surprising: The necessary contexts listed in
section 2.1 are somewhat more commonly expected in child speech than in caregiver speech, and care-
givers may be more likely to use an inflection in such contexts with children because they are typically
giving commands and the inflection helps to emphasize the command. However, we do expect that the
children get more evidence of these forms from sibling caregivers and from overheard adult speech.



b. Tiituq. [= Tiiturumagama.]
tii-tuq- [= tii-tuq-guma-gama]
tea-consume- [= tea-consume-want-CSV.1sS]
‘(I want to) have some tea.’
(Sarah, 1;11)

c. Aninnguaq. [= Aninnguarumajunga.]
ani-nnguaq [= ani-nnguaq-guma-junga]
go.out-pretend [= go.out-pretend-want-PAR.1sS]
‘(I want to) play outside.’
(Elijah, 2;0)

In contrast, none of the unacceptable utterances in Appendix B fit these criteria
except the utterance in (23); although it represents a request for drink, it is un-
grammatical because the causative morphology on the verb stem requires an in-
flection.

(23) Tiiturtilau. [= Tiiturtilauruk.]
tii-tuq-tit-lauq [= tii-tuq-tit-lauq-guk]
tea-consume-CAUS-POL [= tea-consume-CAUS-POL-IMP.2sS.3sO]
‘(You) give (her) some tea.’
(Sarah, 1;1)

Thus, there is no overlap between the two sets of utterances.
The inflected forms that the children produced included a variety of different

inflections in different verbal modalities: indicative (24), participative (25), inter-
rogative (26), imperative (27), causative (28), and incontemporative (29) forms.
This variety of forms indicates that the children were probably using the inflected
forms productively rather than as part of holophrases or frozen forms.

(24) a. Pijariirqunga.
pi-jariiq-vunga
do-CMPL-IND.1sS
‘I’m finished.’
(Tuumasi, 2;1)

b. Tialafuuq atulangavara.
tialafuuq-Ø atuq-langa-vara
telephone-ABS.SG use-FUT-IND.1sS.3sO
‘I will use the phone.’
(Tuumasi, 2;1)

(25) a. Qaijunga.
qai-junga
come-PAR.1sS
‘I’m coming.’
(Jini, 2;1)
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b. Anaana aarqitait?
anaana aarqik-jait
mother fix-PAR.2sS.3sO
‘Mom, did you fix it?’
(Elijah, 2;0)

(26) a. Salumasaiviit?
salumasai-vit
wash.dishes-INT.2sS
‘Are you doing dishes?’
(Tuumasi, 2;1)

b. Haantalangavita?
haanta-langa-vita
ride.honda-FUT-INT.1pS
‘Shall we ride the honda?’
(Tuumasi, 2;1)

(27) a. Takuguk.
taku-guk
see-IMP.2sS.3sO
‘Look at this.’
(Jini, 2;1)

b. Anilaurluk?
ani-lauq-luk
go.out-POL-IMP.1dS
‘Shall we go out?’
(Sarah, 1;11)

(28) a. Iikkiigama.
iikkiiq-gama
be.cold-CSV.1sS
‘I’m cold.’
(Jini, 2;1)

b. Akilitsaaluummat.
akilitsaq-aluk-u-mmat
debt-EMPH-be-CSV.3sS
‘It’s a debt.’
(Elijah, 2;0)

(29) a. Piipiapimik tigumialutit.
piipi-apik-mik tigumiaq-lutit
baby-DIM-MOD.SG hold-ICM.2sS
‘You’re holding the baby.’
(Sarah, 1;11)
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b. Qukiutimik natsasiluni.
qukiuti-mik natsaq-si-luni
gun-MOD.SG carry-ATP-ICM.3sS
‘He’s carrying the gun.’
(Tuumasi, 2;1)

The question remains whether these verbal words with inflection were used
productively by the children or used as unanalyzed memorized forms. The strong-
est evidence of productivity would be overgeneralizations consisting of non-
adult-like root + inflection combinations; unfortunately none of these appear in
the data, which is not surprising because the inflection system in Inuktitut is very
regular and thus does not present much opportunity for overgeneralization. The
next strongest evidence is distributional: Is a given verb root used with more than
one inflection, or is a given inflection used with more than one verb root (or
both)? At least half the verb roots in the data from each individual child were used
only once and thus cannot provide any evidence for productivity of the root. How-
ever, each of the children used between 2 and 14 verb roots more than once. For
each child, at least half the verb roots that they used more than once were used
with at least two different inflections (see Appendix C). Only the verb root qai-
was used more than once across all 4 children, and each child used this root with
at least three different inflections. The verb root taku- ‘see’ was used more than
once by 3 of the children, and each child used this root with at least two different
inflections.

We also considered productivity in terms of inflections. More than half of the
inflections used in the data were used more than once by a given child. Each of the
children produced between 5 and 22 inflections more than once, and at least 70%
of these for each child were produced with more than one verbal stem (see Appen-
dix D). Two inflections were produced more than once across all 4 children (-git
‘IMP.2sS’ and -guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’), and each child used these inflections with at
least two different stems. This distributional evidence taken together suggests that
at least many of the root + inflection combinations are not fixed forms and, thus,
that the individual morphemes are productive for the children in this study. Con-
sidering both frequency of appearance and productivity evidence, then, we con-
clude that these Inuit children use inflections productively at mastery level (in
more than 90% of obligatory instances) in the stage of early syntax learning when
they are producing an average of two morphemes per utterance.

Although we are not focusing on utterances with locative stems or baby verb
roots in this analysis, a few words about the patterns in these utterances are war-
ranted. The children produced 117 and 43 utterances of these types, respectively,
with inflection rates of 25% and 20% on average (see Table 4). These figures are
lower than those found for the mothers in Study 2 (see Table 6). Although there is
a substantial difference between child and adult inflection rates in these domains,
we do not think that this presents a substantial problem for our overall argument
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that children at this stage are inflecting verbal stems at an adult-like rate. For
locative stems, we hypothesize that the children take more advantage of the
optionality of verbalizing locative stems than do adults and thus they verbalize
fewer of their locatives than do adults.9 For baby verb roots, we hypothesize that a
large percentage of the children’s apparent baby verb roots are actually being used
in a more general way by the children, as discussed in section 2.1 earlier. How-
ever, we think that the adults are being much more clear about whether their baby
words are verbs or nouns and thus are inflecting them appropriately.

In summary, early grammar in Inuktitut produced by typically developing Inuit
children shows a very high frequency of finite inflected forms, higher even than
has been documented for another null subject language, Italian (Guasti (1993)). In
the very few examples in which the verb is not inflected in early Inuktitut, the
nonfinite stem form appears. The stem form also appears in the single morpheme
stage of children’s speech. Thus, it is clear that typically developing Inuktitut-
speaking children do not go through an OI stage. This is consistent with our initial
prediction, based on the assumption that Inuktitut is an Infl-licensed null subject
language.

4. STUDY 2: FINITENESS IN MATERNAL
CHILD-DIRECTED SPEECH IN INUKTITUT AND ENGLISH

To determine the nature of the input these Inuktitut-speaking children received
with respect to inflection, we investigated the nature of verbal inflection used by
mothers of the children in Study 1 in their speech to these children. We also inves-
tigated the verbal inflection used by 4 English-speaking mothers speaking to their
children in the same age range to compare the characteristics of inflection in the
input across these two languages.

4.1. Participants

Participants in this study were 5 Inuit Inuktitut-speaking mothers (including 1
grandmother) living in two small communities in arctic Quebec (Allen (1996),
Crago (1988)), and 4 Western mainstream culture (WMC) English-speaking
mothers living in various areas of the United States (Higginson (1985), Sachs
(1983), Suppes (1974), Warren-Leubecker (1982), Warren-Leubecker and Bo-
hannon (1984)). The Inuit mothers included 2 younger women in their early 20s
and 3 older women, 2 (adoptive) mothers in their 50s and 1 grandmother in her
40s who lived with one of the younger mothers. For the purposes of this study, we
analyzed 608 verbal clauses in utterances directed by these women to their
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9We leave a detailed analysis of the motivation for children taking more advantage of this

optionality for future research.



(grand)children, the same children as in Study 1 earlier. The WMC mothers in-
cluded 4 mothers of unknown age; we analyzed 998 verbal clauses in utterances
directed by these mothers to their children. All 9 mothers were participating in
studies of the language of their preschool children; data for our study were taken
from caregiver speech collected as part of those studies. Details of participants are
given in Tables 5 (Inuit) and 6 (WMC).

4.2. Procedure

All the Inuit mothers were videotaped interacting with their children (ages
1;11–2;1) in naturalistic communication situations in their own homes. Data were
transcribed by native speakers according to the CHAT transcription system
(MacWhinney and Snow (1990)) and checked by the second author. All the
WMC mothers were audiotaped interacting with their children (ages 1;11–2;1) in
naturalistic communication situations in their own homes. Details of data collec-
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TABLE 5
Inuit Participants in Study 2

Verbal Stems

Mother Age Child Age Obligatory Locative Baby Root Total

1 46 Elijah 2;0.11 206 36 0 242
2 57 Jini 2;0.20 121 29 34 184
3 21 Sarah 1;11.7 89 5 7 101
4 42 Tuumasi 2;1.11 15 0 0 15
5 20 Tuumasi 2;1.11 44 17 5 66
Total 476 87 46 608

Note. Child age in years;months.days. Excludes verbal stems in all utterances that are unintelli-
gible, partially intelligible, exclamations, and routines.

TABLE 6
Western Mainstream Culture Participants in Study 2

Finite Stems

Mother Child Age
Obligatorily

Inflected
Obligatorily
Uninflected

Infinitive
Stems

Total
Stems

1 April 2;1.0 132 99 29 260
2 Naomi 1;11.16–21 145 110 24 279
3 Nina 2;0.3 161 52 22 235
4 Wendy 2;0.0 113 90 21 224
Total 551 351 96 998

Note. Age in years;months.days. Excludes all verbal stems in utterances that are unintelligible,
partially intelligible, exclamations, and routines.



tion and preparation for each mother can be found in the articles mentioned previ-
ously. Data for analysis were selected as in Study 1 earlier. All utterances that
were unintelligible, partially intelligible, exclamations, and routines were ex-
cluded from grammatical analysis. The transcripts were then coded for verbal in-
flections, and all coding was checked by the second author. Frequency counts
were established using the CLAN programs of CHILDES (MacWhinney and
Snow (1990)).

We analyzed the Inuktitut data as described previously for Study 1, consider-
ing separately the three groups of verbal words (standard verb stems, locative
stems, and baby verb roots). Any verb root or stem that was not suffixed with a
person-number-mood inflection was considered nonfinite.

For analysis of the English data, we separated those verb roots that require
overt inflection in adult speech from those verb roots that do not, as exemplified
in (30) and (31), respectively.

(30) a. Where is the lady?
(Nina’s mother)

b. Daddy eats pickles for lunch.
(Wendy’s mother)

c. Did he hurt you?
(Nina’s mother)

d. I’m getting it down right now.
(Naomi’s mother)

(31) a. You can see Tom right over there.
(April’s mother)

b. Wipe the kangaroo’s face.
(Naomi’s mother)

c. Then we’ll look at the book some more.
(Wendy’s mother)

d. Do you want Roy to read that book?
(April’s mother)

Following Wexler (1994), we considered as nonfinite any verb root without an in-
flection either on the main verb (when the main verb stands alone) or on the auxil-
iary (in an auxiliary-verb construction). Thus, utterances such as those in (32)
would be considered nonfinite.

(32) a. You looking for the man?
[= Are you looking for the man?]
(Nina’s mother)

b. “Roy fix the camera,” is that what you said?
[= Roy fixed the camera.]
(April’s mother)
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In addition, we separated regular (30b) from irregular (30a,c,d) forms for those fi-
nite verbs that were overtly inflected.

4.3. Results

The percentage of inflections used on verb roots in child-directed speech (CDS) in
Inuktitut is shown in Table 7. In speech directed to the Inuit children, 99% of stan-
dard verbal stems are inflected, whereas 58% of locative stems and 89% of baby
verb roots are inflected. This means that relatively few uninflected roots are used in
Inuktitut CDS. Some typical utterances with verbal inflection are shown in (33).

(33) a. Aarqilaurlagu.
aarqik-lauq-lagu
fix-POL-IMP.1sS.3sO
‘Let me fix it.’
(Jini’s mother)

b. Qajuqtulirit.
qajuq-tuq-liq-git
soup-consume-POL-IMP.2sS
‘Have some soup.’
(Sarah’s mother)

c. Paapainnguaniarannuk.
paapai-nnguaq-niaq-gannuk
go.out-pretend-FUT-CSV.1dS
‘We’ll go out after.’
(Tuumasi’s mother)
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TABLE 7
Proportion of Finite Forms in Five Inuit Mothers

Obligatory

Mother Rawa Adjusted b Locative Baby Root Total

1 1.00 1.00 .89 NA .98
2 .98 1.00 .48 .68 .86
3 .98 .99 .40 1.00 .96
4 1.00 1.00 NA NA 1.00
5 .98 .98 .53 1.00 .83
Average .99 .99 .58 .89 .93

Note. Excludes all utterances that are unintelligible, partially intelligible, exclamations, and rou-
tines.

aIncludes all verbal stems except locatives and baby verb roots. bIncludes all verbal stems except
locatives, baby verb roots, and verbal stems that are not inflected but are nonetheless acceptable in col-
loquial speech.



d. Najaapimmuurumavit?
najak-apik-mut-uq-guma-vit
older.sister-DIM-ALL.SG-go.to-want-INT.2sS
‘Do you want to go to your older sister?’
(Elijah’s mother)

The full sets of colloquially acceptable and unacceptable utterances with unin-
flected standard verbal stems are given in Appendixes E and F, respectively.10,11

In English, the mothers’ speech to their children was almost always grammati-
cally complete and correct, except for a very small percentage of utterances with
omissions of the auxiliary such as those in (32a), and one utterance with no inflec-
tion on the verb root spoken in imitation of child speech as shown in (32b); these
ungrammatical utterances are listed in Appendix G. Nevertheless, verb roots
without overt inflections were quite prevalent in the data because many verb roots
in English do not require the inflection to be overt. Inflected forms were produced
for 54% of verb tokens in total, including 98% of finite verb tokens that require an
overtly inflected form, 0% of finite verb tokens that do not require an overtly in-
flected form, and 0% of infinitive verb tokens (see Table 8). However, having
54% overtly finite verb tokens does not mean that the children heard a very high
proportion of productive verbal inflections. In fact, some 91% (488/538) of the
overtly finite verb tokens were monomorphemic irregular verbs, with just four
verb forms accounting for 88% of these tokens (317 tokens of is, 77 tokens of are,
26 tokens of did, and 11 tokens of am). The remaining irregular verbs comprised 1
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TABLE 8
Proportion of Finite Forms in Four Western Mainstream Culture Mothers

Finite Forms

Mother
Obligatorily

Inflected
Obligatorily
Uninflected

Infinitive
Forms Total

1 .98 .00 .00 .50
2 .99 .00 .00 .51
3 .96 .00 .00 .66
4 .99 .00 .00 .50
Average .98 .00 .00 .54

Note. Excludes all verbal stems in utterances that are unintelligible, partially intelligible, excla-
mations, and routines.

10
10Note that the mothers produce many fewer utterances that are colloquially acceptable without

verbal inflection. See Footnote 8 for a discussion of this point.
11

11Note that forms ending in the morpheme -galuaq-/-raluaq- are always uninflected in adult
speech. They are not included in the list of colloquially acceptable uninflected forms in section 2.1 be-
cause they do not have the option to inflect and because they never appear in child speech due to their
complexity.



to 8 tokens of each of 18 different verbs, including 40 tokens of past-tense forms
(e.g., had, bought, went), 10 tokens of conditional forms (e.g., could, might,
would), 4 tokens of one present-tense form (has), and 1 token of a future form
(won’t). In contrast, only 9% (50/538) of the overtly inflected finite verb tokens
had regular inflections, with almost half these tokens (21/50) accounted for by
one verb form (does). The other verb tokens with regular inflections comprise 1 to
4 tokens each of 21 different forms, including 12 tokens with past-tense -ed (e.g.,
fixed, knocked, pushed) and 17 tokens with third-person singular -s (e.g., looks,
wants, kisses). Thus, although English-speaking mothers are inflecting their verb
roots in the vast majority of cases in which this is obligatory, the English-
speaking child nevertheless hears substantially fewer verb forms with overt regu-
lar inflections than does the Inuktitut-speaking child.

In summary, the results of this study show that children learning Inuktitut re-
ceive much more frequent input of overt markers of finiteness than do children
learning English. This difference in frequency in the input may well have a sub-
stantial effect in the timing of acquisition of the overt markers of finiteness by
learners of these two languages, similar to the effect reported for early learning of
the passive morpheme in Sesotho and Inuktitut as compared to English (Allen and
Crago (1996), Demuth (1990)). Of course, it has not yet been shown what the ex-
act nature of the relation is and whether the frequency in the adult input and in
child productive speech creates a causal link (Demuth (1992), Richards (1994)). It
is possible, for instance, that it is not the frequency of verbal inflection in the input
that makes the difference but rather whether the input ever contains bare verbs.

5. STUDY 3: FINITENESS IN AN INDIVIDUAL CASE OF
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENT IN INUKTITUT

To address the question of whether SLI is characterized by an extension of a stage
present in a shorter form in typical development, we present here the relevant as-
pects of our previous investigation of the speech of one Inuktitut-speaking child
with SLI (Crago and Allen (1996)). Recall that there is no OI stage in the Inuktitut
of typically developing Inuit children. Thus, we predict that there cannot be an ex-
tension of this nonexistent stage in SLI in Inuktitut.

5.1. Participants

Three children participated in this study, 2 of whom were typically developing
and 1 of whom had SLI (see Table 9). All of the children had normal hearing and
no signs of social and emotional disabilities or neurological deficits. They were
all considered to be of normal intelligence by their families and other members of
the community. One of the children (5SLI), however, was selected by her family
and community members (Inuit nursing assistant, special education teacher, and
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pedagogical counselor) as having specific impairment in her language. At the
time of this study she was enrolled in a normal kindergarten and was reported to
be comparable to peers motorically, socially, and intellectually. Her hearing
tested within the normal range, and she had no history of chronic middle ear dis-
ease. Selection by informant was necessary because no standardized tests for lan-
guage exist in Inuktitut. This child was 5 years old at the time of the study. Her
language was compared to that of 2 typically developing (TD) children. One was
her best friend (5TD), a typically developing 5-year-old. The other child (2TD)
was a 2-year-old participant in Study 1 (Elijah) whose language was used for
comparative purposes because his MLU was a close match to the child with SLI.
The child with SLI played very appropriately with her age-matched friend and yet
had language skills that matched a much younger 2-year-old child, which sup-
ported the diagnosis of SLI. All 3 of these children were monolingual speakers of
Inuktitut and came from functionally monolingual Inuktitut-speaking families
who lived in the same small communities of arctic Quebec described in Study 1.
The child with SLI, in particular, was raised by her grandmother who was a
monolingual speaker of Inuktitut and considered to be very well spoken in her na-
tive language.

5.2. Procedure

The two 5-year-olds were videotaped in naturalistic play with each other. Thirty-
four consecutive minutes of tape were transcribed, this section of tape being cho-
sen for its relative clarity of sound quality. In the 34 min, the child with SLI and
her playmate produced 261 and 386 utterances, respectively. These utterances
were compared to 200 consecutive utterances produced in a 30-min period by the
2-year-old while being videotaped in naturalistic interaction at home with his
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TABLE 9
Characteristics of Two Typically Developing (TD) Children and

One Child With Specific Language Impairment (SLI)

Characteristic 5SLI 2TD 5TD

Age 5;4 2;0 5;4
Intelligence Normal Normal Normal
Hearing Normal Normal Normal
Neurological indicators None None None
Social–emotional status Normal Normal Normal
MLU 2.48 2.27 4.28
Utterances in 34/30 mina 261 200 386
Verbal stem tokens in 200 utterances 56 31 139
Locative stem tokens in 200 utterances 13 13 3

Note. Age in years;months. MLU = mean length of utterance.
aTotal utterances in 34 min for 5SLI and 5TD; total utterances in 30 min for 2TD.



family members.12 The interactions were transcribed by native speakers of
Inuktitut according to the CHAT conventions of the CHILDES Project (Mac-
Whinney and Snow (1990)), and the transcriptions were checked by us together
with an Inuk colleague. All utterances that were unintelligible, partially intelligi-
ble, self-repetitions, imitations, exclamations, and routines (e.g., songs) were ex-
cluded from analysis. The transcripts were then coded for verbal inflections using
a morphological coding procedure developed for Inuktitut (Allen (1998b)). All
codes were checked by the second author. As in Study 1, verbal stems were di-
vided into three groups: standard verbal stems that obligatorily take verbal inflec-
tion, locative stems that optionally take verbal inflection, and baby verb roots that
optionally take verbal inflection. However, none of the participants in this study
used baby verb roots in the transcripts under investigation. Frequency counts were
made using the CLAN procedures of CHILDES. Comparisons were made across
the 3 children.

5.3. Results

As can be seen in Table 10, the 2 typically developing children produced very
high rates of finiteness. The 5-year-old (5TD) inflected 98% of her verb root to-
kens (see Table 10, Obligatory column), producing only three utterances without
inflection (see Appendix H). The 2-year-old (2TD) inflected 84% of his verb root
tokens overall and 100% of his verb root tokens once utterances in which collo-
quially acceptable omission of inflection were removed from the analysis (see Ta-
ble 10, Obligatory Raw and Obligatory Adjusted columns, respectively; see
Appendix I for a list of uninflected utterances).13 Thus, the typically developing
children inflected their verbs nearly 100% of the time. In contrast, the child with
SLI (5SLI) inflected only 57% of her verb tokens overall and 60% of her verb to-
kens once utterances in which colloquially acceptable omission of inflection were
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TABLE 10
Proportion of Finite Forms in Two Typically Developing (TD)

Children and a Child With Specific Language Impairment (SLI)

Obligatory

Child Raw Adjusted Locative Total

5SLI .57 .60 .62 .63
2TD .84 1.00 .15 .72
5TD .98 .98 .00 .96

12
12This 30 min is part of the 45 min of interaction used in Study 1.

13
13The difference between rates of inflection reported here and those reported previously (Crago

and Allen (1996)) is a result of intervening research on the possibility of omission of inflection in col-
loquial adult speech.



removed from the analysis (see Table 10, Obligatory Raw and Obligatory Ad-
justed columns, respectively). This means that she produced 18 utterances in
which the verb root was not correctly inflected (plus 6 utterances in which the
omission of inflection is colloquially acceptable; see Appendixes H and I for the
full set of utterances). This rate of finiteness is clearly different than that of either
the 2-year-old MLU match (2TD) or the chronological age match (5TD). In fact,
it is remarkably similar to the rates of finiteness produced by 5-year-old English-
speaking children with SLI (Rice and Wexler (1996)).

In the utterances in which the child with SLI did not inflect her verb roots in an
adult-like way, three patterns of production were found: complete lack of inflec-
tion, substitution of the nonce inflection -mi, and substitution of an overt pronoun
(see Table 11). All three of these patterns are ungrammatical in adult speech; they
are described in the following paragraphs.

The first pattern noted was complete omission of inflection. The example in
(34) is one that is acceptable in colloquial language in contexts of suggestion or
desire. This child says the utterance in (34) once in a suggestion context as indi-
cated in the translation of (34b), and twice in a declarative context (e.g., ‘I’m pre-
tending to sleep’). We have categorized utterances of this sort in both declarative
and suggestion contexts as colloquially acceptable for the purposes of this analysis.
In addition to the three instances of (34), there are three other examples of this type
in the data. Note that the utterance in (34a) is what was actually said, whereas the
utterance in (34b) is the most likely target as indicated by our Inuktitut consultant.

(34) a. Sininngua.
sinik-nnguaq-
sleep-pretend-
‘Pretend to sleep.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Sininngualuk.
sinik-nnguaq-luk
sleep-pretend-IMP.1dS
‘Let’s pretend to sleep.’
(target utterance)
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TABLE 11
Proportion of Three Types of Uninflected Verb Root Out of Total Verb

Root Tokens for Two Typically Developing (TD) Children and a
Child With Specific Language Impairment (SLI)

Child Simple Lack of Inflection MI Insertion Overt Pronoun

5SLI .08 (4/50) .20 (10/50) .08 (4/50)
2TD .00 (0/26) .00 (0/26) .00 (0/26)
5TD .02 (3/139) .00 (0/139) .00 (0/139)

Note. MI = nonce inflection -mi.



The utterances in (35) through (37) are examples of ungrammatical lack of inflec-
tion. Those in (35) and (36) are simply lacking an inflection, as indicated in the (b)
utterances; these are the only two examples of this type in the data.

(35) a. Aaa, qaisi.
aaa qai-si-
yes come-PRSP-
‘Yes, is coming.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Aaa, qaisijuq.
aaa qai-si-juq
yes come-PRSP-PAR.3sS
‘Yes, he/she/it is coming.’
(target utterance)

(36) a. Aukali, ittimiiruma.
auka-li illiq-mi-it-guma-
no-and bed-LOC-be-want-
‘No, want to be on the bed.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Aukali, illimiigumagama.
auka-li illiq-mi-it-guma-gama
no-and bed-LOC-be-want-CSV.1sS
‘No, I want to be on the bed.’
(target utterance)

In the utterance in (37), our Inuit consultant judged that the nominal itsivautaq
‘chair’ in (37a) should rather have been the verb itsiva- ‘sit’, which appears in
(37b) with a nominalizing inflection. There were two examples of this type in the
data.

(37) a. Piarangua ilai ukua maani itsivauta?
piaraq-nnguaq ilai uku-a ma-ani itsivautaq
baby-imitation right this.one-ABS.PL here-LOC chair
‘These baby dolls here chair, right?’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Piarannguat ilai ukua
piaraq-nnguaq-it ilai uku-a
baby-imitation-ABS.PL right this.one-ABS.PL
maaniittut itsivajunnguat?
ma-ani-it-jut itsiva-juq-nnguaq-it
here-LOC-be-PAR.3pS sit-that.which-imitation-ABS.PL
‘These baby dolls are pretending to sit here, right?’
(target utterance)
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The second pattern found in utterances in which the child with SLI did not
inflect her verb roots in an adult-like way was substitution of the nonce inflection
-mi on verb roots, replacing or filling the place of a verb inflection. The mor-
pheme -mi is used in adult Inuktitut on nominal stems as the singular locative case
ending (‘in/on/at’) and as a form of the singular modalis and ablative case endings
(actually -mik ‘a/the’ and -mit ‘from’, respectively; the final consonant is often
dropped in speech), as well as on verbal stems as a word-internal morpheme
meaning also. However, the form -mi can never appear on the ends of verbs or
locatives as it does in this child’s language. In addition, form class errors of this
sort are rarely reported for SLI in any language, and the use of -mi on verbal roots
in this way does not occur in the speech of typically developing Inuit children.
The examples in (38) through (40) illustrate this phenomenon, with the actual ut-
terances in (a) and the target utterances in (b). Note in (40) that -mi is used cor-
rectly as a locative on the word boat as well as incorrectly as a nonce inflection on
the word sleep.

(38) a. Puatjukumi anaanaganut maunga.
puitjuk-ku-MI anaana-ganut ma-unnga
swim-?-MI mother-ALL.1Ssg here-ALL
‘Swim to my mother to right here.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Puitjutuq anaanaganut.
puitjuq-juq anaana-ganut
swim-PAR.3sS mother-ALL.1Ssg
‘He/she/it swims to my mother.’
(target utterance)

(39) a. Allanguami imiittumi
aullaq-nnguaq-MI imaittuq-mik
leave-pretend-MI one.like.this-MOD.SG
‘Pretend to leave, one like this.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Aullanguarluk imaittumi.
aullaq-nnguaq-luk imaittuq-mik
leave-pretend-IMP.1dS one.like.this-MOD.SG
‘Let’s pretend to leave, one like this.’
(target utterance)

(40) a. Ah umiami ah sinimi.
ah umiaq-mi ah sinik-MI
um boat-LOC.SG um sleep-MI
‘Um on the boat, um sleep.’
(5SLI, 5;4)
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b. Sininngualuk umiarmi.
sinik-nnguaq-luk umiaq-mi
sleep-pretend-IMP.1dS boat-LOC.SG
‘Let’s pretend to sleep on the boat.’
(target utterance)

Finally, the last pattern in utterances without adult-like inflection, and the most
noteworthy difference between the child with SLI and her age and MLU match, is
her use of overt first- and second-person pronouns in subject position in place of
verbal inflection. Recall that Inuktitut is a null subject language in which first-
and second-person pronouns may never occur in subject (or object) position.
However, in the speech of the child with SLI, overt pronouns were produced as
subjects, accompanied by uninflected stem forms (verb or locative). This is highly
unusual in spoken Inuktitut and occurs extremely rarely in any of the typically de-
veloping children’s language that we have studied, and only in situations of
contrastive emphasis (e.g., only three times in 2,588 utterances in children ages
2;0–3;6; Allen and Schröder (in press)). Furthermore, this oddity made such an im-
pact on her family that they nicknamed her ivvituvangaraapik (‘sweet little you-I’).
Examples (41) through (44) demonstrate the use of the overt pronouns uvanga
‘I/me/my/mine’ and ivvit ‘you/your/yours’ in subject position in this child’s
lnuktitut speech (examples (42) and (43) are taken from Crago and Allen (1996)).

(41) a. Anaana annuraami uvanga.
anaana annuraaq-MI uvanga
mother dress-MI I/me/my/mine
‘Mom, dress I.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Anaana annuraasijunga.
anaana annuraaq-si-junga
mother dress-PRSP-PAR.1sS
‘Mom, I’m about to get dressed.’
(target utterance)

(42) a. Maani ivvit.
ma-ani ivvit
here-LOC you/your/yours
‘Here you.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Maaniigit.
ma-ani-it-git
here-LOC-be-IMP.2sS
‘Be here.’
(target utterance)
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(43) a. Taku ivvit uumaa.
taku- ivvit u-uma
see- you/your/yours this.one-ERG.SG
‘See you this one.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Umunga takujauvutit.
u-munga taku-jau-vutit
this.one-ALL see-PASS-IND.2sS
‘You were seen by this one.’
(target utterance)

(44) a. Anaana unattinu uvanga.
anaana uvatti-nut uvanga
mother our.house-ALL.PL I/me/my/mine
‘Mother go home, I.’
(5SLI, 5;4)

b. Anaana uvattinusivunga.
anaana uvatti-nut-uq-si-vunga
mother our.house-ALL.PL-go-PRSP-IND.1sS
‘Mom, I’m about to go home.’
(target utterance)

In summary, SLI in Inuktitut as manifested in this one child cannot be con-
strued as an extension of a stage of normal Inuktitut development. There is no
stage in the acquisition of typically developing Inuktitut in which a child omits in-
flections at the rate of this child with SLI, and there is no stage in which overt
first- and second-person pronouns are used in subject position by typically devel-
oping children. Finally, there are no form class errors in which forms typically
used as noun inflections are inserted on verb stems as filler inflections. Overall,
the language of this child with SLI has characteristics that look quite different
from those in the language of typically developing children. This child does not
appear to use certain of the morphosyntactic devices of her language to develop
the architecture of her productive language.

6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The data presented previously concerning language acquisition in typically devel-
oping Inuktitut-speaking children and those with SLI have consequences for the
theoretical concerns addressed at the outset of this article. We address them now
in turn.
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6.1. OI Theory

As predicted by Wexler (1998) for null subject languages, our results from Study
1 show that typically developing children acquiring Inuktitut do not have an OI
stage in their grammars (cf. Poeppel (1996)). In fact, finite verb forms with inflec-
tions are used by quite young Inuit children to even a greater degree than in Italian
(Guasti (1993)). Although the nonfinite stem form of the verb does appear in the
single morpheme stage and to some degree with baby verb roots in Inuktitut, it is
virtually nonexistent in the two-morpheme non-baby word data. Instead, in the
Inuit children’s very early syntax from the time two morphemes are combined, if
one of the morphemes is a verb root, the other is an inflection. This result is con-
sistent with Wexler’s (1998) claim that children do indeed have VEKI.

The role of the noninflectional nature of time marking in Inuktitut and its im-
pact on the acquisition of finiteness bears discussing. We speculate that because
time marking is not part of obligatory verbal inflection in Inuktitut, Inuktitut-
speaking children can freely access AgrS (and AgrO) without any interference
from Tns (inflectional tense) because Tns does not exist in Inuktitut. Consistent
with VEKI, they seem to produce these functional categories from at least their
earliest two-word utterances (although information about these children’s knowl-
edge about inflection prior to its detectability in productive speech remains to be
determined, as it does for all children). In fact, the grammar of Inuktitut raises the
interesting question of how OIs work in a language without Tns, and how D-
checking and the UCC would operate in such a language. For instance, under
Wexler’s (1998) account of OI using the UCC, the following is proposed:

(45) a. For non-null-subject languages:
AgrS[D] Tns[D] [VP DP V..] ! *AgrS[D] [DPi Tns [VP ti V..]

b. For null subject languages:
AgrS Tns[D] [VP DP V..] ! AgrS [DPi Tns [VP ti V..]

In the situation represented in (45a), checking for D-features constrained by the
UCC results in an ungrammatical utterance in which one of the D-features re-
mains unchecked. This results in the omission of either AgrS or Tns to force a
grammatical outcome and thus produces the optional use of finite and nonfinite
forms. In the situation in (45b), however, a grammatical utterance always results
because there is only one D-feature to check. This results in the absence of
optionality and the presence of inflected finite forms. Taken one step further, this
might mean that for a language in which inflectional tense is not part of the oblig-
atory verbal inflection, the structure would be as follows:

(46) a. For non-null-subject languages:
AgrS[D] [VP DP V..] ! DPi AgrS [VP ti V..]

b. For null subject languages:
AgrS [VP DP V..] ! AgrS [VP DP V..]
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The result is that DP would not need to raise to Tns to check its D-feature, and
thus the UCC would not constrain checking in such a language with the outcome
that all early child utterances in a language without Tns should be finite. Because
Inuktitut both lacks Tns and licenses null subjects, it is not possible to tease apart
the effects of each.14 However, it would be interesting to test the effects of the ab-
sence of Tns by studying acquisition in a language like that diagrammed in (46a),
in which Tns is not part of the obligatory inflectional system but which, unlike
Inuktitut, is a non-null-subject language. Studying such a language would allow
the disambiguation of the effects of null subject properties from the effects of
noninflectional tense.15 Furthermore, the comparison of acquisition of finiteness
in Inuktitut and modern Greek would be interesting because these two languages
both have null subject properties and no infinitival form. They differ, however,
because Tns is inflectional in modern Greek but is not in Inuktitut.

6.2. Extended Optional Infinitive Theory

Unlike the Italian SLI data of Bortolini et al. (1997) and Leonard et al. (1992) that
demonstrated less impairment in morphological inflection in Italian SLI as com-
pared with English SLI, our data from a single speaker of Inuktitut with SLI in
Study 3 revealed that her morphological inflection was impaired to a similar de-
gree of that of English-speaking children with SLI. However, this impairment
cannot be characterized as an extension of a normal stage of acquisition in
Inuktitut. Instead, it appears to deviate substantially from the typical pattern of ac-
quisition. The Inuk child in Study 3 is learning a language that licenses null sub-
jects and hence does not have an OI stage in typical development (cf. results of
Study 1). However, this child seems to be in an OI stage in her own production.
Her language shows clear optionality of use of finite structures; recall that 40% of
her utterances contain verb roots without inflection. This result shows clearly that
an OI stage in impairment can occur for reasons other than being locked into an
unresolved stage of typical development.

The nature of the nonfinite utterances of this child also has interesting implica-
tions. Although a quarter of her nonfinite utterances simply lacked appropriate
verbal inflection, about half of these nonfinite utterances have a nonce morpheme
inserted as a sort of placeholder for an inflection, and about a quarter of these ut-
terances evidence an overt first- or second-person pronoun in argument position
(which is ungrammatical in adult language and extremely rare in typically devel-
oping child Inuktitut). The insertion of a nonce morpheme in place of an inflec-
tion may indicate her knowledge that some inflection must be present to license
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the null subject (note that only two utterances with a nonce inflection had an overt
subject), whereas the ungrammatical insertion of an overt subject pronoun may
indicate her knowledge that lack of a licensing inflection means that a subject is
required. Because these results are based on only one child, they must of necessity
be speculative. However, the potential implications of these findings, should they
be further replicated, are certainly interesting. Taken together, these findings indi-
cate the merit of including patterns of impairment in the building of theory about
acquisition by more typically developing children.

6.3. Hypotheses Concerning the Initial State of
Child Grammar

To demonstrate the existence of functional categories in the early syntax of chil-
dren, one solution to the puzzle is to find productive use of finite forms in chil-
dren’s early speech. The data from the typically developing Inuktitut-speaking
children shown in Study 1 provide just this kind of evidence. Their productions
demonstrate the competence for inflections in early syntax, thereby providing
support for the claim that children have what Wexler (1998) called VEKI that is
continuous with the adult end state.

Nevertheless, the production of finiteness in such young children’s speech is
language specific and relates to the structure of the input, as shown in our data
from English and Inuktitut caregiver speech in Study 2. Although the complete
nature of the causal mechanism between the maternal input and the child’s lan-
guage development has not yet been defined, it does not seem likely to be pure co-
incidence that overt inflection appears earlier and much more pervasively in the
language in which it is substantially more predominant in child-directed speech.
Although the role of input is implied in Wexler’s (1998) formulation of VEPS, we
propose that more explicit importance be accorded to the structure of the language
that children receive as input because it undoubtedly has a strong effect on the
timing of the overt display of VEKI. To do so means that that Wexler’s (1998)
VEPS mechanism interacts with what we propose as parameter setting input to
produce a phenomenon that we call very early production of inflection (VEPI) in
certain languages. This early production is distinguishable from VEKI. We there-
fore posit that a theory of acquisition needs to include inherent capacity as well as
the interaction of that capacity with input to explain differences in patterns of
early production.

In summary, this article illustrates the importance of considering a variety of
types of data in the ongoing search to understand the continuity of child grammars
with those of adults. As Wexler (1998) showed, it is important to find an informa-
tive piece of the grammar that will allow a particular window onto early acquisi-
tion. The comparison of such a piece of early grammar across languages that have
widely varying structures can continue to add important dimensions to the under-
standing of the acquisitional process. As well, looking across various types of lan-
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guage learners brings further evidence to bear on acquisitional theory. Finally,
there is much to be learned from examining the linguistic structure of the input
and how it is interrelated with the very early knowledge and production of chil-
dren’s grammar.
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APPENDIX A
List of Colloquially Acceptable Nonfinite Utterances

From Inuit Children in Study 1

Child Frequency Utterance Gloss Translation

Elijah 21 guma-nngit want-NEG ‘(I) don’t want to V.’
3 atjiliur-tau-guma-nngit film-PASS-want-NEG ‘(I) don’t want to be filmed.’
3 ani-nnguaq go.out-pretend ‘(I want to) go out to play.’
2 imi drink ‘(I want to) have a drink.’
1 imi-gala-apik drink-for.a.while-DIM ‘(I want to) have a drink.’
1 qqau-ngit PAST-NEG ‘(I) didn’t do V.’

Sarah 13 amaama suckle ‘(I want to) suckle.’
3 tii-tuq tea-consume ‘(I want to) have some tea.’
2 qajuq-tuq soup-consume ‘(Let’s) have some soup.’
2 imi drink ‘(I want to) have a drink.’

Tuumasi 3 tii-tuq tea-consume ‘(I want to) have some tea.’
1 su-nngit do.what-NEG ‘(I’m) not doing anything.’
1 amaama-liur-tau bottle-make-PASS ‘(I want to) have a bottle made.’
1 ani-nnguaq go.out-pretend ‘(I want to) go out to play.’
1 qanu-i-luu-nngit how-be-do-NEG ‘(I’m) not doing anything.’

APPENDIX B
List of Colloquially Unacceptable Nonfinite Utterances From Inuit Children in Study 1

Child Frequency Utterance Gloss Translation

Jini 1 apu-ni-alulu bump.into-ATP-EMPH ‘(I) bumped into (something).’
Sarah 1 itsiva sit ‘(Let me) sit.’

1 qami-lau una extinguish-POL this.one ‘(You) turn this off.’
1 alla-alu una write-EMPH this.one ‘Is this writing?’
1 una-aluk pii-lau this.one-EMPH remove-POL ‘(You) take this off.’
1 tii-tur-ti-lau tea-consume-CAUS-POL ‘(You) give (her) tea.’
1 ani go.out ‘(Let’s) go out.’

Tuumasi 2 qangattajuu-liaq airplane-go.to ‘(We’re) going to the plane.’
1 takunnaq watch ‘(You) watch (something).’
1 majuq climb ‘(Let it) climb.’
1 qukik shoot ‘(I’ll) shoot.’
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APPENDIX C
List of Verb Roots Used With Inflection by the Children in Study 1

Child
Total Verb Root

Types Used
Verb Roots Used
More Than Oncea

Inflections Used
With Verb Rootb

Elijah 18 aarqik- ‘fix’ (2) -jait ‘PAR.2sS.3sO’ (1)
-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (1)

ani- ‘go.out’ (3) -luk ‘IMP.1dS’ (2)
-paaq ‘oh.how.I!’ (1)

la- ‘say’ (2) -juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (2)
nui- ‘appear’ (2) -juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (2)
piiq- ‘remove’ (3) -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (2)

-jara ‘PAR.1sS.3sO’ (1)
qai- ‘come’ (7) -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (3)

-guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (3)
-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (1)

sikituuq- ‘ride skidoo’ (2) -luk ‘IMP.1dS’ (2)
taku- ‘see’ (5) -li ‘IMP.3sS’ (1)

-mmat ‘CSV.3sS’ (1)
-nnga ‘IMP.2sS.1sO’ (3)

-u- ‘be’ (4) -mmat ‘CSV.3sS’ (2)
-va ‘INT.3sS’ (2)

Jini 11 iikkiiq- ‘be cold’ (7) -gama ‘CSV.1sS’ (7)
mamaq- ‘be tasty’ (2) -juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (2)
qai- ‘come’ (15) -gama ‘CSV.1sS’ (1)

-git ‘IMP.2sS’ (13)
-junga ‘PAR.1sS’ (1)

taku- ‘see’ (4) -guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (3)
-janga ‘PAR.3sS.3sO’ (1)

Sarah 8 quarsaaq- ‘be startled’ (9) -paaq ‘oh.how.I!’ (9)
qai- ‘come’ (28) -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (12)

-guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (12)
-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (2)
-li ‘IMP.3sS’ (2)

Tuumasi 36 ai- ‘give’ (2) -vunga ‘IND.1sS’ (1)
-gavit ‘CSV.2sS’ (1)

amaaq- ‘carry on back’ (2) -luk ‘IMP.1dS’ (2)
atuq- ‘use’ (2) -jara ‘PAR.1sS.3sO’ (1)

-vara ‘IND.1sS.3sO’ (1)
aullaq- ‘leave’ (17) -gama ‘CSV.1sS’ (3)

-gannuk ‘CSV.1dS’ (1)
-guma ‘CND.1sS’ (1)
-junga ‘PAR.1sS’ (1)
-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (4)
-mmat ‘CSV.3sS’ (1)
-vit ‘INT.2sS’ (1)
-vugut ‘IND.1pS’ (4)
-vunga ‘IND.1sS’ (1)

haanta- ‘ride honda’ (2) -vita ‘INT.1pS’ (2)
la- ‘say’ (2) -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (1)

-langa ‘IMP.1sS’ (1)

(Continued)
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APPENDIX C
(Continued)

Child
Total Verb Root

Types Used
Verb Roots Used
More Than Oncea

Inflections Used
With Verb Rootb

naavit- ‘empty’ (2) -langa ‘IMP.1sS’ (1)
-lagu ‘IMP.1sS.3sO’ (1)

natsaq- ‘carry’ (3) -juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (2)
-luni ‘ICM.3sS’ (1)

piiq- ‘remove’ (4) -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (2)
-lagu ‘IMP.lsS.3sO’ (1)
-li ‘IMP.3sS’ (1)

qai- ‘come’ (8) -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (3)
-guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (1)
-kkit ‘IMP.2sS.3pO’ (1)
-langa ‘IMP.1sS’ (1)
-nnga ‘IMP.2sS.1sO’ (1)
-vit ‘INT.2sS’ (1)

sukkuq- ‘be broken’ (5) -juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (5)
taku- ‘see’ (3) -guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (1)

-lagu ‘IMP.1sS.3sO’ (1)
-lakka ‘IMP.1sS.3pO’ (1)

-u- ‘be’ (17) -junga ‘PAR.1sS’ (1)
-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (1)
-luni ‘ICM.4sS’ (2)
-tsunga ‘CTM.1sS’ (7)
-vunga ‘IND.1sS’ (6)

urru- ‘fall’ (11) -juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (11)

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate token frequency for each type.
aExcludes locative stems and baby verb roots. bNote that other affixes may intervene between the verb root

and the inflection.

APPENDIX D
List of Inflections Used With Verb Roots by Children in Study 1

Child
Total Number of

Inflection Types Used
Inflections Used
More Than Once

Verb Roots Used
With Inflectionsa,b

Elijah 14 -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (5) piiq- ‘remove’ (2)
qai- ‘come’ (3)

-guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (4) -lauq- ‘POL’ (1)
qai- ‘come’ (3)

-jait ‘PAR.2sS.3sO’ (2) aarqik- ‘fix’ (1)
-uq- ‘go to’ (1)

-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (13) aarqik- ‘fix’ (1)
apuuq- ‘be gone’ (1)
ingirra- ‘move’ (1)
-it- ‘be’ (2)
kumilaq- ‘be itchy’ (1)
la- ‘do’ (2)
nui- ‘appear’ (2)

(Continued)
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APPENDIX D
(Continued)

Child
Total Number of

Inflection Types Used
Inflections Used
More Than Once

Verb Roots Used
With Inflectionsa,b

piu- ‘be good’ (1)
qangattajuuq- ‘fly in plane’ (1)
-tuq- ‘consume’ (1)

-luk ‘IMP.1dS’ (5) ani- ‘go.out’ (2)
sikituuq- ‘ride skidoo’ (3)

-mmat ‘CSV.3sS’ (6) aanniq- ‘hurt’ (1)
-nngit- ‘NEG’ (2)
taku- ‘see’ (1)
-u- ‘be’ (2)

-nnga ‘IMP.2sS.1sO’ (7) -aq- ‘arrive at’ (1)
pi- ‘do’ (1)
taku- ‘see’ (3)
-uq- ‘go to’ (2)

-paaq ‘oh.how.I!’ (2) aninnguaq- ‘play outside’ (1)
-uq- ‘go to’ (1)

-vuguk ‘IND.1dS’ (2) -uq- ‘go to’ (2)
Jini 12 -gama ‘CSV.1sS’ (11) iikkiiq- ‘be cold’ (7)

qai- ‘come’ (1)
kamik- ‘put on footwear’ (1)
vuvu- ‘ride vehicle’ (2)

-git ‘IMP.2sS’ (9) qai- ‘come’ (9)
-guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (5) -lauq- ‘POL’ (2)

taku- ‘see’ (3)
-junga ‘PAR.1sS’ (2) qai- ‘come’ (1)

-it- ‘be’ (1)
-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (11) aahaaq- ‘hurt’ (6)

-it- ‘be’ (1)
mamaq- ‘be tasty’ (2)
tammaq- ‘make mistake’ (1)
uqumait- ‘be heavy’ (1)

-li ‘IMP.3sS’ (4) -it- ‘be’ (3)
vuvu- ‘ride vehicle’ (1)

-nak ‘CTM.NEG.2sS’ (2) -it- ‘be’ (2)
Sarah 7 -git ‘IMP.2sS’ (13) -it- ‘be’ (1)

qai- ‘come’ (12)
-guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (18) -it- ‘be’ (2)

-lauq- ‘POL’ (2)
nuuk- ‘move’ (1)
qai- ‘come’ (12)
utiq- ‘return’ (1)

-li ‘IMP.3sS’ (3) apaaq- ‘dress’ (1)
qai- ‘come’ (2)

-luk ‘IMP.1dS’ (2) ani- ‘go out’ (1)
sikituuq- ‘ride skidoo’ (1)

-paaq ‘oh.how.I!’ (11) alia- ‘enjoy’ (1)
quarsaaq- ‘be startled’ (9)
tatamit- ‘be astonished’ (1)

(Continued)
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APPENDIX D
(Continued)

Child
Total Number of

Inflection Types Used
Inflections Used
More Than Once

Verb Roots Used
With Inflectionsa,b

Tuumasi 29 -gama ‘CSV.1sS’ (5) aullaq- ‘leave’ (3)
nuttiq- ‘move’ (1)
qauji- ‘know’ (1)

-git ‘IMP.2sS’ (4) la- ‘say’ (1)
piiq- ‘remove’ (2)
qai- ‘come’ (1)

-guk ‘IMP.2sS.3sO’ (6) kama- ‘meddle with’ (1)
qai- ‘come’ (3)
taku- ‘see’ (1)
-tuq- ‘ride’ (1)

-guma ‘CND.1sS’ (2) nuttiq- ‘move’ (1)
aullaq- ‘leave’ (1)

-jara ‘PAR.1sS.3sO’ (2) -aq- ‘arrive at’ (1)
atuq- ‘use’ (1)

-junga ‘PAR.1sS’ (7) atai- ‘go out’ (1)
aullaq- ‘leave’ (1)
-guma- ‘want’ (1)
-it- ‘be’ (1)
katak- ‘fall’ (1)
takunnaq- ‘watch’ (1)
-u- ‘be’ (1)

-juq ‘PAR.3sS’ (29) aataaq- ‘hurt’ (1)
aullaq- ‘leave’ (4)
kipi- ‘cut’ (1)
kuvi- ‘pour’ (1)
nammaq- ‘be sufficient’ (1)
natsaq- ‘carry’ (2)
su- ‘do what’ (2)
sukkuq- ‘be broken’ (5)
-u- ‘be’ (1)
urru- ‘fall’ (11)

-lagu ‘IMP.1sS.3sO’ (5) -lauq- ‘POL’ (2)
naavit- ‘empty’ (1)
piiq- ‘remove’ (1)
taku- ‘see’ (1)

-lakka ‘IMP.1sS.3pO’ (2) kunik- ‘kiss’ (1)
taku- ‘see’ (1)

-langa ‘IMP.1sS’ (3) la- ‘say’ (1)
naavit- ‘empty’ (1)
qai- ‘come’ (1)

-li ‘IMP.3sS’ (2) -it- ‘be’ (1)
piiq- ‘remove’ (1)

-luk ‘IMP.1dS’ (8) amaaq- ‘carry piggyback’ (2)
-it- ‘be’ (2)
-lauq- ‘POL’ (2)
pattaq- ‘play ball’ (1)
umiaq- ‘ride boat’ (1)

(Continued)
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APPENDIX D
(Continued)

Child
Total Number of

Inflection Types Used
Inflections Used
More Than Once

Verb Roots Used
With Inflectionsa,b

-lunga ‘ICM.1sS’ (3) -it- ‘be’ (1)
kapuq- ‘pierce’ (1)
pisuk- ‘walk’ (1)

-luni ‘ICM.4sS’ (3) natsaq- ‘carry’ (3)
-nak ‘CTM.NEG.2sS’ (2) nungut- ‘be finished’ (2)
-ta ‘IMP.1pS’ (2) -it- ‘be’ (2)
-tsunga ‘CTM.1sS’ (6) -u- ‘be’ (6)
-tsuni ‘CTM.4sS’ (2) aataaq- ‘hurt’ (1)

-it- ‘be’ (1)
-vit ‘INT.2sS’ (9) aarqik- ‘fix’ (1)

atjiliuq- ‘film’ (1)
aullaq- ‘leave’ (1)
kamillaq- ‘remove boots’ (2)
-langa- ‘FUT’ (1)
qai- ‘come’ (1)
salummasaq- ‘do dishes’ (1)
su- ‘do what’ (1)

-vita ‘INT.1pS’ (2) haanta- ‘ride honda’ (2)
-vugut ‘IND.1pS’ (9) aullaq- ‘leave’ (4)

-langa- ‘FUT’ (3)
-si- ‘PRSP’ (2)

-vunga ‘IND.1sS’ (10) ai- ‘bring’ (1)
aullaq- ‘leave’ (1)
pi- ‘do’ (1)
sikituuq- ‘ride skidoo’ (1)
-u- ‘be’ (6)

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate token frequency for each type.
aIncludes locative stems and baby verb roots. bNote that other affixes may intervene between the verb root and

the inflection.

APPENDIX E
List of Colloquially Acceptable Nonfinite Utterances From Inuit Mothers in Study 2

Mother Frequency Utterance Gloss Translation

2 1 ta-ima-i-suu-ngu-
nngit

ANA-thus-be-one.who.
habitually-be-NEG

‘(It) doesn’t go like that.’

1 kamila-rasua-si-
tsa-qatta-raluaq

remove.boots-try-PRSP-ATP-
HAB-really

‘(And you) always trying
to take your boots off.’

3 1 qajuq-tuq soup-consume ‘(Let’s) have some soup.’
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APPENDIX F
List of Colloquially Unacceptable Nonfinite Utterances From Inuit Mothers in Study 2

Mother Frequency Utterance Gloss Translation

3 1 irsi be.afraid ‘(I) am scared.’
4 1 ani go.out ‘(Let’s) go out.’

APPENDIX G
List of Ungrammatical Uninflected Utterances From

Western Mainstream Culture Mothers in Study 2

Mother Frequency Utterance

1 1 Okay, you gonna sit on it?
1 Gonna put it over there, okay?
1 “Roy fix the camera,” is that what you said’?

2 1 Kangaroo eating toast, right.
1 Going to sneeze.

3 1 You going to put the lady in the car?
1 You going to take the lady for a ride in the car?
1 You going to push the car?
1 You looking for the man?
1 You going to put him in the car?
1 He walking?

4 1 You gonna dump them all out?

APPENDIX H
List of Colloquially Unacceptable Uninflected Utterances From Children in Study 3

Child Frequency Utterance Gloss Translation

5SLI 1 aaa qai-si yes come-PRSP ‘Yes, (he/she/it) is coming.’
1 auka-li itti-mi-it-

guma
no-and bed-LOC-be-want ‘No, (I) want to be on the

bed.’
1 ilai au tupat-tu-ngua

uku-a akuni-alu
right um awake-that.

which-imitation this.
one-ABS.PL
long.time.ago-EMPH

‘These ones woke up after a
long time, right.’

1 piara-nngua ilai uku-
a ma-ani itsivauta

baby-imitation right
this.one-ABS.PL here-
LOC chair

‘These baby dolls here chair
right.’

1 ah unnuaq-raalum-mi
ah tupa-MI-rulu

um night-EMPH-LOC.
SG um awake-MI-
EMPH

‘(She) awoke in the middle
of the night.’

1 situra-MI-li imaittu-
mik

slide-MI-and one.like.
this-MOD.SG

‘Sliding one like this.’

1 puatju-ku-MI anaana-
nganut ma-unnga

swim-?-MI mother-
ALL.3Ssg here-ALL

‘(He) swam towards his
mother right here.’

1 atii aulla-ngua-MI
imaittu-mik

right leave-pretend-MI
one.like.this-MOD.SG

‘Okay, (let’s) pretend to
leave, one like this.’

1 atii au umia-mi au
sini-MI

okay um boat-LOC.SG
um sleep-MI

‘Okay, um on the boat um
sleep.’

(Continued)
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APPENDIX H
(Continued)

Child Frequency Utterance Gloss Translation

1 umma-li sini-nngua-
MI

like.this-and sleep-
pretend-MI

‘How about like this (I’m)
pretending to sleep.’

1 sinim-MI sleep-MI ‘Sleep’.
1 aulla-ngua-MI

imaittu-mik
leave-pretend-MI

one.like.this-MOD.SG
‘Pretend to leave like this.’

1 kata-MI imaittu-mik drop-MI one.like.this-
MOD.SG

‘(I’m) dropping this.’

1 ma-unnga am
sitdown-nngua-MI
ivvit immaitu-mik

here-ALL um sit.down-
pretend-MI you
one.like.this-MOD.SG

‘Here um pretend to sit
down you one like this.’

1 taku ivvit u-uma see you this.one-ERG.SG ‘See you this one.’
1 anaana uvati-nut

uvanga
mother my.house-ALL

I/me/my
‘Mother, I’m going home.’

1 siaruai am uvatti-nu
uvanga

wait um my.house-ALL
I/me/my

‘Wait um I’m going home.’

1 anaana anuraa-MI
uvanga

mother clothe-MI I/
me/my

‘Mother, I’m getting
dressed.’

5TD 1 ai pallak oops fall ‘Oops, (I) fell.’
1 quina-tsa-qatauti be.ticklish-really-

do.together
‘(Let’s) tickle each other.’

1 attu-qatauti touch-do.together ‘(Let’s) touch each other.’

APPENDIX I
List of Colloquially Acceptable Uninflected Utterances From Children in Study 3

Child Frequency Utterance Gloss Translation

5SLI 3 sini-nnguaq sleep-pretend ‘(Let’s/I) pretend to sleep.’
1 ani-nnguaq go.out-pretend ‘(I’m) going out to play.’
1 pinnguaq play ‘(Let’s) play.’
1 nngit NEG ‘(It’s) not.’

2TD 2 guma-nngit want-NEG ‘(I) don’t want to.’
1 atjiliuq-tau-guma-

nngit
film-PASS-want-

not
‘(I) don’t want to be

filmed.’
1 imi drink ‘(I want to) have a drink.’
1 ani-nnguaq go.out-pretend ‘(I want to) go out to play.’

Note. Dashes indicate inflections that do not exist in the paradigm (a reflexive construction is used, which
does not take a transitive inflection). 1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3 = third-person disjoint; s = singular; d =
dual; p = plural; S = subject; O = object.
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